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Legacy Business Registry Case Report 

HEARING DATE: DECEMBER 7, 2016 

 

Filing Date: November 7, 2016 

Case No.: 2016-014707LBR 

Business Name: Brownies Hardware  

Business Address: 1563 Polk Street   

Zoning: NCD (Polk Street Neighborhood Commercial)/ 

 65-A Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 0643/001 

Applicant:  Michael Yang, Owner 

1563 Polk Street 

San Francisco, CA 94109 

Nominated By: Supervisor Aaron Peskin, District 3 

Staff Contact: Stephanie Cisneros - (415) 575-9186 

stephanie.cisneros@sfgov.org 

Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye @sfgov.org 

  

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 

Brownies Hardware is a long-standing local hardware shop and repair service business located in the 

Nob Hill Polk Gulch neighborhood on Polk Street at the corner of Sacramento Street. Brownies first 

opened in 1905 under the name “Brownie’s Bazaar” by Edgar Brownstone but soon closed after its 

original location on Golden Gate Avenue was destroyed in the 1906 Earthquake and Fire. The business 

quickly re-opened at a new location on Polk Street in 1907 as “Brownie’s Hardware” (the business name 

lost the apostrophe sometimes in the 1980s) and, although it moved to various locations since 1907, each 

location has always remained on Polk Street, including its current location. It is presently located in a 19th 

Century Commercial one-story building that was designed by architect William Knowles and constructed 

in 1909.  

 

Brownies Hardware has proven to be an integral part of the Nob Hill community as one of the businesses 

to survive the 1906 Earthquake and Fire and also in the way it caters to the surrounding diverse 

neighborhood by offering an inventory of hardware and repair services that reflects and caters to their 

diverse needs. Local residents, property managers, businesses and people who work at these businesses 

all utilize the array of (items) and services that Brownies provides for their respective needs. Brownies 

has been and continues to be a vital neighborhood asset and an advocate for the business community in 

Nob Hill. Being able to serve the Nob Hill Polk Gulch neighborhood for over 100 years, surviving several 

natural disasters and relocations has proven Brownies Hardware’s dedication to the neighborhood and its 

perseverance in remaining an anchor as a neighborhood-serving business. As a way of portraying its 

existence and involvement in the neighborhood and promoting the neighborhood’s history, Brownies 
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Case Number 2016-014707LBR; 2016-014912LBR; 2016-014698LBR 

Brownie’s Hardware; Good Vibrations; Joe’s Ice Cream 

dedicates one display window as a Polk Street “history window,” showcasing photos of the 

neighborhood throughout the years.  

 

STAFF ANALYSIS 

Review Criteria 

1. When was business founded?   

1906 

2. Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how? 

Yes, Brownies Hardware qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all 

of the eligibility Criteria: 

i. Brownies Hardware has operated for 110 years. 

ii. Brownies Hardware has contributed to the Nob Hill Polk Gulch community’s history 

and identity by continuing to uphold its status as a long-standing neighborhood 

business that is involved in community activities through the Polk District Merchants 

Association and citywide Council of District Merchants and continues to be a 

neighborhood-serving business that caters to the diverse hardware and repair service 

needs of the community. 

iii. Brownies Hardware is committed to maintaining the physical features that define its 

tradition and craft of offering individualized hardware and repair services to the 

diverse community that surrounds it.  

3. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition? 

The business is associated with the craft and tradition of offering a wide range of hardware 

supplies and repair services to the surrounding residents and businesses.  

4. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture? 

Yes. The 1909 property has been previously evaluated by the Planning Department for potential 

historical significance. The property is considered a “Category A Property” that has been 

identified as being individually eligible as part of the Unreinforced Masonry Building Survey. 

5. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?   

No.  

6. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?   

No. 

7. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.? 

Yes. San Francisco Business, October 1993, “Stephen Cornell: James R. Sylla Award;” The 

Independent, “’Amateur’ lobbyists fighting the good fight for merchant issues,” by Jean Choung; 

The San Francisco Bay Guardian, 4/26/2006, “Small Business Awards;” SF Chronicle, 12/7/2008, 

“Independents, chains have different strengths;” District 3 Herald, 07/2008, “Q & A with Stephen 
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Brownie’s Hardware; Good Vibrations; Joe’s Ice Cream 

Cornell.” Brownies Hardware has also been cited in a number of older publications, which are 

included in the application packet. 

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

Location(s) associated with the business: 

 1563 Polk Street   

 

Recommended by Applicant 

 Tradition of providing a wide array of hardware items and repair services to best help and serve 

the diverse community 

 Original architectural characteristics of the building, specifically the exterior sheet metal framing 

 Its Polk Street “History Window” showcasing photos of the neighborhood throughout the years 

 

Additional Recommended by Staff 

 Location on Polk Street 

 Storefront fenestration, entry sequence, and signage 
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Case Number 2016-014707LBR; 2016-014912LBR; 2016-014698LBR 

Brownie’s Hardware; Good Vibrations; Joe’s Ice Cream 

Filing Date: November 7, 2016 

Case No.: 2016-014912LBR 

Business Name: Good Vibrations  

Business Address: 603 Valencia Street  

Zoning: NCT (Valencia Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit)/ 

 55-X Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 3576/128 

Applicant:  Jackie Rednour-Bruckman, Executive Vice President 

603 Valencia Street 

San Francisco, CA 94110 

Nominated By: Supervisor David Campos, District 9 

Staff Contact: Stephanie Cisneros - (415) 575-9186 

stephanie.cisneros@sfgov.org 

Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye @sfgov.org 

  

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 

Good Vibrations is an innovative sex-positive retailer that promotes sexual health and safe sex for people 

of all genders and sexual orientations. It was founded in San Francisco’s Mission District in 1977 by Joani 

Blank, a licensed family and marriage therapist who in 1975 founded a sex education publishing press 

called Down There Press after finding that many of her clients lacked access to information about sexual 

arousal and positive perceptions of sex and the body. At the time of Good Vibrations’ founding, the only 

businesses offering information and products pertaining to sex and sexuality were peep show-type 

establishments that were frequented by men. Blank developed an idea for a retail store that would 

provide a safe, warm, and welcoming place for women and others to buy products and books and obtain 

information regarding sexual health and education. The opening of the first Good Vibrations store in the 

Mission District coincided with a sex-positive feminist revolution, also known as the third wave of 

feminism, which occurred throughout the United States. The business is credited with inventing the 

concept of an open, non-judgmental and well-lit welcoming and safe environment where patrons could 

shop for products such as toys, books, and movies and also attend workshops. The idea behind the 

business was to open its doors to all people searching for information and guidance related to sexual 

health and sexual education as well as act as an agent for social change through the multiple lenses of 

sexuality, diversity, education, community partnership, and ethical business practices.  

 

In the 1990s, Good Vibrations brought on sexologist, Dr. Carol Queen, to help with the promotion and 

distribution of information surrounding sexual health and education. The business promotes personal 

and professional development for women and LGBTQ individuals and is “committed to fostering 

respect, promoting supportive communication, providing access to educational resources, and strongly 

advocating for women in leadership roles.” Since its inception, Good Vibrations has continuously been 

involved in and partnered with various citywide organizations and events that promote equality and 

education surrounding sexual health, identity, and sexual positivity. The business has participated in and 

sponsored events such as the SF Pride Parade, Queer Arts Festival, and the Transgender Film Festival 

among others and has become a must-see destination for visitors because of its historical relevance 

involving feminism and sexual politics. Although Good Vibrations has proven its success in the form of 
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Brownie’s Hardware; Good Vibrations; Joe’s Ice Cream 

nine stores across the country (seven in the Bay Area and two in Massachusetts) the Mission District 

location has become the most significant as it was the original location.  

 

STAFF ANALYSIS 

Review Criteria 

1. When was business founded?   

1977 

2. Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how? 

Yes, Good Vibrations qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of 

the eligibility Criteria: 

i. Good Vibrations has operated for 39 years. 

ii. Good Vibrations has contributed to the Mission District community’s history and 

identity by continuing to provide the community with an array of information and 

products pertaining to sexual health and education, continuing to promote a greater 

level of positivity and equality with regard to sexuality, and fostering a business 

model that encourages professionalism, equality, and empowerment among women 

and the LGBTQ community.  

iii. Good Vibrations is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions 

that define its legacy as a welcoming, diverse, equality-driven sexual health educator 

and retailer.   

3. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition? 

The business is associated with the tradition of offering pertinent information, workshops and 

products promoting sexual health and education.  

4. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture? 

No. The 2002 property has not been previously evaluated by the Planning Department for 

potential historical significance. The property is considered a “Category C Property” as it has not 

reached age-eligibility for consideration as a potential historic resource. .  

5. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?   

No.  

6. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?   

No. 

7. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.? 

Yes.  Berkeley Barb, 06/1977, “She’s Bringing you Good Vibrations,” by Adi Gevins; The 

Weekender, 4/7/1994, “Too Embarrassed to Buy a Sex Tool?,” by Aaron Asa; The San Francisco 

Bay, 07/2000, “Best of the Bay;” Mission Local, 8/10/2016, “Founder of Good Vibrations Sex Store 

Dies,” by Joe Rivano Barros; San Francisco Magazine, 8/8/2016, “Good Vibrations Founder Joani 
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Blank, Feminist Pioneer and Vibrator Designer, Had Died,” by Lamar Anderson; Bayarea.com, 

09/2016, “The Buzz on San Francisco’s Antique Vibrator Museum,” by Eleanor Porter; KRON-4 

Documentary “Sex In the City: A History of Sex in San Francisco. Good Vibrations has also 

received Certificates of Honor and Certificates of Recognition from San Francisco City Hall and 

the California State Assembly, among others.  

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

Location(s) associated with the business: 

 603 Valencia Street   

 

Recommended by Applicant 

 Tradition of providing a safe, warm and welcoming place for women and everyone to buy 

personal pleasure products, books, and information.  

 High-end boutique atmosphere with highly trained staff that can advise customers on sexuality, 

sexual health, and practices, as well as trusted information.  

 Clean, open, well-lit retail space.  

 Tradition of creating a working environment in which the contribution of all genders is 

recognized and valued equally.  

 

Additional Recommended by Staff 

 Location on Valencia Street  

 Tradition of promoting personal and professional development among women and the LGBTQ 

community. 

 Tradition of promoting and distributing information regarding sex and body positivity and 

sexual health.  
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Brownie’s Hardware; Good Vibrations; Joe’s Ice Cream 

Filing Date: November 7, 2016 

Case No.: 2016-014698LBR 

Business Name: Joe’s Ice Cream   

Business Address: 5420 Geary Boulevard  

Zoning: NC-3 (Neighborhood Commercial, Moderate Scale)/ 

 40-X Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 1450/019A 

Applicant:  Sang Bank Kim and Sohyang Kim, Owners 

5420 Geary Boulevard 

San Francisco, CA 94118 

Nominated By: Supervisor Eric Mar, District 1 

Staff Contact: Stephanie Cisneros - (415) 575-9186 

stephanie.cisneros@sfgov.org 

Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye @sfgov.org 

  

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 

Joe’s Ice Cream is a local ice cream shop and dessert destination for residents, businesses and visitors in 

the Richmond District. Established in 1959 by Joe Politz, Joe’s Ice Cream is a physical representation of 

the hard work, dedication, perseverance and success of a local man. Politz spent the first five years of his 

business venture carefully designing Joe’s Ice Cream, creating a unique aura and characteristics that the 

shop has maintained to this day, including an interior designed in a classical style with black vinyl stools, 

Formica counters and vintage décor. Although the business experienced a slow start, Politz eventually 

devised a way to portray success in order to attract customers by saving old empty milk jugs and cans of 

ice cream and placing them out in front of the store in the morning, causing those walking by to say 

“Hey, you must really be doing well to need such a large order!” The business changed hands a number 

of times since Joe Politz sold it in 1964, with each owner continuing Joe’s traditions and recipes but also 

adding to the legacy by expanding the menu to further enrich a family-oriented experience. Joe’s Ice 

Cream has become a highly successful Richmond District institution and expanded to include a wider 

menu of sandwiches as well as ice cream.  

 

Joe’s Ice Cream is a renowned local spot for the neighborhood to celebrate graduations, sports team 

gatherings, birthdays, first dates, other special occasions. The business has also become a strong advocate 

for community support, often openings its doors to hosting school fundraisers and community 

gatherings.  Specifically, Joe’s Ice Cream has proven its commitment to supporting children in the 

neighborhood by maintaining a tradition of hiring local kids to work in the shop and also by offering an 

awards program that rewards high academic performance with coupons for free ice cream. It has come to 

be regarded as a gem in the Richmond District and, when faced with a significant increase in rent in 2010, 

was relocated to its present location on Geary Boulevard, only a half block away from its original 

location, in order to remain a staple in the neighborhood. Named the oldest independent ice cream parlor 

in the Richmond District, Joe’ Ice Cream has upheld an important place in the Richmond District as a 

meeting and social gathering space for those celebrating, sharing memories, and passing along 

neighborhood traditions to future generations, and a place to experience a continued tradition of classic 

and unique ice cream flavors.  
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STAFF ANALYSIS 

Review Criteria 

1. When was business founded?   

1959 

2. Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how? 

Yes, Joe’s Ice Cream qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of 

the eligibility Criteria: 

i. Joe’s Ice Cream has operated for 57 years. 

ii. Joe’s Ice Cream has contributed to the Richmond District community’s history and 

identity by continuing a 57 year tradition of ice cream making, of offering a space for 

visitors and residents of the Richmond to gather, and of supporting support for the 

community and its youth.  

iii. Joe’s Ice Cream is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that 

define its legacy as a neighborhood ice cream and dessert stop and as a gathering 

space for the community.    

3. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition? 

The business is associated with the craft of ice cream making, the tradition of being a community 

gathering space, and the tradition of continuously supporting neighborhood families and 

students.  

4. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture? 

No. The 1923 property has not been previously evaluated by the Planning Department for 

potential historical significance. The property is considered a “Category B Property” that requires 

further review per the Planning Department’s CEQA review procedures for historical resources.   

5. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?   

No.  

6. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?   

No. 

7. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.? 

Yes. SF Weekly, 1999-2002 & 2006, “Best Ice Cream;” San Francisco Bay Guardian, 07-08/2000, 

“Best 1950s Time Warp;” SF Gate, 08/12/2001, “From Joe’s to Joe’s/Taking a good look at that old-

time stretch of Geary,” by Sam Whiting; SF Richmond View, 10/22/2010, “Beloved ice cream shop 

re-opens at new locale,” by Christina Li; Fodor’s Travel, 11/17/2009, “San Francisco for Sugar 

Fiends: 18 Essential Bakeries, Ice Cream Shops, and More;” SF Gate, 08/20/2010, “Joe’s Ice Cream 

moves and explodes in popularity,” by Sam Whiting.  
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Brownie’s Hardware; Good Vibrations; Joe’s Ice Cream 

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

Location(s) associated with the business: 

 5420 Geary Boulevard 

 

Recommended by Applicant 

 Original menu boards 

 “Home-made Ice Cream” signs 

 Original hot fudge warmer 

 Cone dipping machine 

 Black vinyl stools 

 Formica counters 

 Tradition of hiring neighborhood kids 

 Tradition of supporting local schools by participating in fundraising programs and offering Joe’s 

award program 

 The “ice cream tour” 

 Multitude of traditional and unique ice cream flavors 

 

Additional Recommended by Staff 

 Location on Geary Boulevard 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The Applicant has been nominated as a "Legacy Business" by a member of the Board of Supervisors or the 

Mayor.  

 

OTHER ACTIONS REQUIRED 

Per Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the subject nomination requires review and approval by the 

Small Business Commission at a public hearing in order to be added to the Legacy Business Registry. 

 

PUBLIC/NEIGHBORHOOD INPUT 

The Department has received no public input on the project at the date of this report. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW STATUS 

Nomination to the Legacy Business Registry does not constitute a “project” requiring environmental 

review per the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The nomination act would not result in 

any physical alteration to the subject property and could not have an effect on the environment. 

 

PLANNING DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends that the Historic Preservation Commission find that the above businesses qualify for 

the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) and recommends 

safeguarding of the above listed physical features and traditions as amended by Staff. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Draft Resolution 

Legacy Business Application 

 
SC:  XXXX 
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Historic Preservation Commission 

Draft Resolution 
HEARING DATE DECEMBER 7, 2016 

 

Case No.: 2016-014707LBR 

Business Name: Brownies Hardware  

Business Address: 1563 Polk Street   

Zoning: NCD (Polk Street Neighborhood Commercial)/ 

 65-A Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 0643/001 

Applicant:  Michael Yang, Owner 

1563 Polk Street 

San Francisco, CA 94109 

Nominated By: Supervisor Aaron Peskin, District 3 

Staff Contact: Stephanie Cisneros - (415) 575-9186 

stephanie.cisneros@sfgov.org 

Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye @sfgov.org 

 

 

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION 

APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR BROWNIES 

HARDWARE, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 1563 POLK STREET (BLOCK/LOT 0643/001).   

 

WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business 

maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, 

community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing 

educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and 

success; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 

Francisco operations exceeding two years; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Nob Hill Polk Gulch neighborhood's history and 

identity; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that 

define the business; and 
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CASE NO. 2016-014707LBR  

1563 Polk Street 

 

WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on December 7, 2016, the Historic Preservation 

Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business 

Registry nomination. 

 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that 

Brownies Hardware qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 

2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends 

safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Brownies Hardware. 

 

Location (if applicable) 

 1563 Polk Street 

 

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

 Tradition of providing a wide array of hardware items and repair services to best help and serve 

the diverse community 

 Original architectural characteristics of the building, specifically the exterior sheet metal 

framing 

 Its Polk Street “History Window” showcasing photos of the neighborhood throughout the years 

 Location on Polk Street 

 Storefront fenestration, entry sequence, and signage 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and 

recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the 

Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject 

property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 

15064.5(a). 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its 

Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2016-

014707LBR to the Office of Small Business.  

 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission 

on December 7, 2016. 

 

Jonas P. Ionin 

Commission Secretary 

AYES:    

 

NOES:   

 

ABSENT:   
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CASE NO. 2016-014707LBR  

1563 Polk Street 

 

ADOPTED:  
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Historic Preservation Commission 

Draft Resolution 
HEARING DATE DECEMBER 7, 2016 

 

Case No.: 2016-014912LBR 

Business Name: Good Vibrations  

Business Address: 603 Valencia Street  

Zoning: NCT (Valencia Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit)/ 

 55-X Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 3576/128 

Applicant:  Jackie Rednour-Bruckman, Executive Vice President 

603 Valencia Street 

San Francisco, CA 94110 

Nominated By: Supervisor David Campos, District 9 

Staff Contact: Stephanie Cisneros - (415) 575-9186 

stephanie.cisneros@sfgov.org 

Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

 tim.frye @sfgov.org 

 

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION 

APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR GOOD VIBRATIONS, 

CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 603 VALENCIA STREET (BLOCK/LOT 3576/128).   

 

WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business 

maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, 

community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing 

educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and 

success; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 

Francisco operations exceeding two years; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Mission District neighborhood's history and 

identity; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that 

define the business; and 

 

WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on December 7, 2016, the Historic Preservation 

Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business 

Registry nomination. 
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CASE NO. 2016-014912LBR 

603 Valencia Street 

 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that 

Good Vibrations qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 

2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends 

safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Good Vibrations. 

 

Location (if applicable) 

 603 Valencia Street 

 

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

 Tradition of providing a safe, warm and welcoming place for women and everyone to buy 

personal pleasure products, books, and information.  

 High-end boutique atmosphere with highly trained staff that can advise customers on sexuality, 

sexual health, and practices, as well as trusted information.  

 Clean, open, well-lit retail space.  

 Tradition of creating a working environment in which the contribution of all genders is 

recognized and valued equally.  

 Location on Valencia Street  

 Tradition of promoting personal and professional development among women and the LGBTQ 

community. 

 Tradition of promoting and distributing information regarding sex and body positivity and 

sexual health.  

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and 

recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the 

Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject 

property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 

15064.5(a). 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its 

Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2016-

014912LBR to the Office of Small Business.  

 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission 

on December 7, 2016. 

 

Jonas P. Ionin 

Commission Secretary 

AYES:    

 

NOES:   
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CASE NO. 2016-014912LBR 

603 Valencia Street 

 

ABSENT:   

 

ADOPTED:  
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Historic Preservation Commission 

Draft Resolution 
HEARING DATE DECEMBER 7, 2016 

 

Case No.: 2016-014698LBR 

Business Name: Joe’s Ice Cream   

Business Address: 5420 Geary Boulevard  

Zoning: NC-3 (Neighborhood Commercial, Moderate Scale)/ 

 40-X Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 1450/019A 

Applicant:  Sang Bank Kim and Sohyang Kim, Owners 

5240 Geary Boulevard 

San Francisco, CA 94118 

Nominated By: Supervisor Eric Mar, District 1 

Staff Contact: Stephanie Cisneros - (415) 575-9186 

stephanie.cisneros@sfgov.org 

Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

 tim.frye @sfgov.org 

 

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION 

APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR JOE’S ICE CREAM, 

CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 5420 GEARY BOULEVARD (BLOCK/LOT 1450/019A).   

 

WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business 

maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, 

community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing 

educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and 

success; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 

Francisco operations exceeding two years; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Richmond District neighborhood's history and 

identity; and 

 

WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that 

define the business; and 

 

WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on December 7, 2016, the Historic Preservation 

Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business 

Registry nomination. 
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CASE NO. 2016-014698LBR  

5420 Geary Boulevard 

 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that 

Joe’s Ice Cream qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 

2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends 

safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Joe’s Ice Cream.  

 

Location (if applicable) 

 5420 Geary Boulevard 

 

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

 Original menu boards 

 “Home-made Ice Cream” signs 

 Original hot fudge warmer 

 Cone dipping machine 

 Black vinyl stools 

 Formica counters 

 Tradition of hiring neighborhood kids 

 Tradition of supporting local schools by participating in fundraising programs and offering Joe’s 

award program 

 The “ice cream tour” 

 Multitude of traditional and unique ice cream flavors 

 Location on Geary Boulevard 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and 

recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the 

Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject 

property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 

15064.5(a). 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its 

Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2016-

014698LBR to the Office of Small Business.  

 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission 

on December 7, 2016. 

 

Jonas P. Ionin 

Commission Secretary 

AYES:    

 

NOES:   

 



Resolution XXXXXX 

December 7, 2016 
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CASE NO. 2016-014698LBR  

5420 Geary Boulevard 

 

ABSENT:   

 

ADOPTED:  

 



SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION C IT Y AND COUNT Y OF SAN FRANCISCO

MARK DW IGHT , PRESIDENT EDW IN M. LEE , MAYO R

REGINA D ICK-ENDRIZZI , D IRECTO R

SMALL BUSINESS ASSIST ANCE CENT ER / SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
1 DR. CARLTO N B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 110 , SAN FRANCISCO, CAL IFORNIA 94102-4681
Smal l Bus iness Ass is tance Cen ter ( 415) 554-6134 / Sm al l Bus iness Comm iss ion (415) 554-6408

Application No.: LBR-2015-16-039
Business Name: Brownies Hardware
Business Address: 1563 Polk Street
District: District 3
Applicant: Michael Yang, Owner
Nomination Date: May 2, 2015
Nominated By: Supervisor Aaron Peskin

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in
San Francisco operations exceeding two years? X Yes No

Golden Gate Avenue in 1905-1906 (one year)
1940-1944 Polk Street from 1907-1959 (52 years)
1952 Polk Street from 1959-1998 (39 years)
1563 Polk Street from 1998-Present (18 years)

CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community? X Yes No

CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms? X Yes No

NOTES: NA

DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: November 7, 2016

Richard Kurylo
Manager, Legacy Business Program

Legacy
Business
Registry

Application Review
Sheet
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Kurylo, Richard (ECN)

From: LegacyBusiness (ECN)

Subject: D3 Legacy Business Nominees

From: Hepner, Lee (BOS)
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 9:55 AM
To: Thompson, Marianne (ECN)
Subject: FW: D3 Legacy Business Nominees

All of the below businesses should be nominated. Thanks!

From: Hepner, Lee (BOS)
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2016 2:33 PM
To: Dick-Endrizzi, Regina (ECN); Cheng, Carol (ECN)
Subject: D3 Legacy Business Nominees

- Brownie’s Hardware
- Caffe Grecco
- Caffe Trieste
- The Cinch
- Fog Hill Market
- Golden Gate Fortune Cookie
- Gypsy Rosalie’s Vintage & Wig Shop
- Le Beau Market (nominated 5/2/2016)
- Macchiarini Creative Design
- Mario’s Bohemian Cigar Store Café
- Pier 23 Café
- Sam Wo
- Swann Oyster Depot
- The Humidor
- VIP Café
- Yone Bead Shop SF

Lee Hepner
Legislative Aide
Supervisor Aaron Peskin
415.554.7450 office





Legacy Business Registry Application

V.5- 6/17/2016

Section Two:
Business Location(s).
List the business address of the original San Francisco location, the start date of business, and the dates of operation at

the original location. Check the box indicating whether the original location of the business in San Francisco is the

founding location of the business. If the business moved from its original location and has had additional addresses in

San Francisco, identify all other addresses and the dates of operation at each address. For businesses with more than

one location, list the additional locations in section three of the narrative.

ORIGINAL SAN FRANCISCO ADDRESS: ZIP CODE: START DATE OF BUSINESS

IS THIS LOCATION THE FOUNDING LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS? DATES OF OPERATION AT THIS LOCATON

No Yes

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:
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Brownies Hardware
Historical Narrative

Criterion 1

a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco to the
present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations, include the history
of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the business’s founding and or
headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all other locations.

Brownies Hardware was founded and established by Edgar Brownstone in 1905 under the business
name of Brownie’s Bazaar. By 1906, the business had taken off and was booming until the Earthquake
and Fire of 1906. Brownie’s Bazaar suffered a major loss when the building burned down. It reopened
in 1907 under the new business name of Brownie’s Hardware in a new location at 1940, 1942, and
1944 Polk Street. The business lasted for some time in this location until they had to relocate once
more in 1959, at which time they moved to 1952 Polk Street. In 1998, Brownies once again had to
relocate to 1563 Polk Street, where they have been operating to the present day.

Brownies Hardware has had several different owners throughout the course of its history. The original
owner, Edgar Brownstone, founded Brownie’s Bazaar and owned and operated the business from 1905
until 1945. At an uncertain point before 1939, Mr. Brownstone changed the name of the business to
Brownie’s Hardware. He sold the business to Bud Gallaber who owned and operated the store from
1945 to 1950. Mr. Gallaber then sold Brownie’s Hardware to Fred and Leeland Cornell, who owned and
operated the business until 1974. In 1974, Leeland’s son Stephen Cornell purchased the business from
his father and operated it until 2013, when it was purchased by its current owner, Michael Yang.

The apostrophe in Brownie’s dropped out of the name sometime in the 1980s.

Over the years, Brownies Hardware has proven to be an integral part of the Nob Hill community. The
hardware store was central to the creation of the Old West themed “Polk Gulch” neighborhood for the
1939 commemoration of Treasure Island and the opening of both the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge the Golden Gate Bridge. In 2006, the Brownies was honored among businesses that had
survived the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and Fire. The business has been mentioned in numerous
publications including San Francisco local newspapers as well as industry magazines. Although the
ownership has changed hands numerous times, the tradition of the store remains unchanged, being a
neighborhood asset and advocate for the business community in Nob Hill.

b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco for
more than six months?

Brownies Hardware burned in the Earthquake and Fire of 1906 and remained closed until it relocated to
its Polk Street location in 1907. The only other instance that Brownies Hardware had closed its doors
was after the Loma Prieta Earthquake of 1989.

c. Is the business a family owned business? If so, give the generational history of the business.

Brownies Hardware is not a family owned business.

d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a family
owned business.

The ownership of Brownies Hardware has been passed down to various owners since it has first
opened its doors. Edgar Brownstone, the founder of Brownie’s Bazar (Brownie’s Hardware) owned and
operated the business from 1905 until 1945 when he sold the business to Bud Gallaber. Bud Gallaber



owned Brownie’s Hardware from 1945 to 1950. In 1950, Bud Gallaber sold Brownie’s Hardware to Fred
and Leeland Cornell. Brownie’s Hardware was owned and operated by both Fred and Leeland until
1974. From 1974 to 2013 Stephen Cornell owned and operated the business until 2014 when he sold
the Brownies Hardware to Michael Yang.

e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less than 30
years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the business prior to current
ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please use the list of supplemental
documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to
current ownership.

The current owner, Michael Yang has owned the business for less than 30 years. Please see the
attached documentation for proof of existence of business.

f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated with the
business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.

The building itself, while not listed on a historic registry, is located in a one story building on the corner
of Polk and Sacramento Streets. The building, built in 1909, is brick with detailed sheet metal framing,
with original detail that dates to the early 1920s.

Criterion 2

a. Describe the business’s contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood, community or
San Francisco.

Brownies Hardware has been a part of the Nob Hill community since 1907 when it first re-opened its
doors after the Earthquake and Fire of 1906. Brownies Hardware uses its window displays to depict its
history in Nob Hill, with historic images of Polk Street (formerly known as Polk Gulch) and the early
years of Brownies Hardware.

b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the City, or the
business industry?

In 1939, a year long fair took place in San Francisco to commemorate the opening of Treasure Island
and the openings of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and the Golden Gate Bridge. As part of the
celebration, each merchants association decided to hold its own unique interpretation of the city’s
history. Brownies was located on Polk Street and the theme was Old West and the neighborhood was
renamed Polk Gulch, a name that is still associated with the area. The businesses along the street put
up temporary facades to give the appearance of an old western town.

In 2006, the 100th anniversary of the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and Fire was commemorated,
with a list of surviving businesses published in a list by the City. Brownies Hardware among many was
included in this list, and these businesses were honored at a ceremony outside the Polk Street location.
State Senator Mark Leno, Mayor Gavin Newsom, and representatives attended the ceremony from the
other surviving businesses as well.

c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, historical documents?

Brownies Hardware has been mentioned in a plethora of industry publications and media. One of the
earliest publications was a prominent feature in Hardware World, an industry publication that
announced in a press release that Brownies Hardware was to be awarded a 50-Year Club Membership
to Hardware World, in 1959.



In a 1993 edition of San Francisco Business, owner Stephen Cornell was awarded the James R. Sylla
Award the SF Chamber of Commerce and was prominently featured in the magazine. Brownies
Hardware was also featured in a 2004 article regarding a ballot proposition published in the SF
Examiner. Among others, Brownies Hardware has been featured in the District 3 Herald, The
Independent, the San Francisco Chronicle, the San Francisco Bay Guardian, and the Nob Hill Notables
local newspaper.

d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?

As the business has been entrenched in the neighborhood for over 100 years, many historical figures in
San Francisco history have frequented the store. Many of these people include State Senator Mark
Leno, and current and former mayors Ed Lee, Gavin Newsom, Willie Brown, Joseph Alioto, Dianne
Feinstein, Elmer Robinson, and Frank Jordan.

e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?

Every owner of Brownies Hardware has had a close affiliation with the neighborhood Merchants
Association (Polk District Merchants Association) and the citywide Council of District Merchants.
Former owner Stephen Cornell was the President of the San Francisco Small Business Commission
and has been an advocate for small businesses in the City since 1976. The business has also been
serving its local neighborhood for over 100 years, demonstrating its commitment by remaining on the
1500 block of Polk Street throughout several natural disasters and relocations.

f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.

Brownies Hardware has been located in Polk Gulch throughout its entire history. The community it
serves is a mixture of local residents from Nob Hill, Pacific Heights, Russian Hill, the Tenderloin, and
Civic Center. The business is a true neighborhood-serving business as it has been located on the same
block for its entire history. The Polk Street corridor consists of a very diverse mix of businesses from a
very old funeral parlor to Swan’s Oyster Depot, to a mixture of restaurants and bars, some of which
have been long-standing neighborhood assets such as the Cinch, and others that are more recent
arrivals.

g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant building/structure/site/ object/or interior?

The building itself is not a historic landmark however it dates back to just after the 1906 San Francisco
Earthquake and Fire, having been built in 1909, as most of the other buildings on Polk Street. The
building has a brick exterior with a sheet metal framing that is all original construction and characteristic
of the greater commercial corridor.

h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut down, etc.?

Brownies Hardware is truly a neighborhood-serving business that has helped to shape the Polk Gulch
neighborhood. Many businesses have come and gone on Polk Street, however Brownies Hardware has
outlasted them all and has provided the community with hardware and house-ware goods for over 100
years. Brownies Hardware is an essential part of the neighborhood, as a hardware store is a needed
service, along with a bank, pharmacy, shoe repair, and other types of locally oriented businesses that
define a neighborhood commercial corridor. If the business were to relocate or shut down, Polk Street
would be losing one of its anchor businesses that have had a large part in defining Polk Gulch as the
neighborhood that it is today.

Criterion 3



a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.

Brownies Hardware is largely customized to the neighborhood that it serves. The surrounding
neighborhoods largely consist of multi-unit apartment buildings and other local businesses and
therefore the inventory reflects this. Brownies serves the local residents, property managers, local
businesses, and the people who work in those businesses. The inventory largely reflects the needs of
this clientele by consisting of indoor furnishings, paint, small appliances, kitchenware, and interior repair
products. The business also provides customized services for local residents.

b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions that define
the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to retain the businesses
historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft, culinary, or art forms)

Brownies Hardware is a neighborhood-serving business that has been providing the community with
these essential goods and services for over 100 years. There is no definition of the historical traditions
of the hardware industry necessarily, however wherever there are people living in dwelling, there is a
need for hardware and repair services. This can vary based on location, however the neighborhood
hardware store is largely exemplified by the community in which it is located. Brownies Hardware is an
example of a neighborhood-serving business in that it specifically caters to its local community.

c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical features that
define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical characteristics of the space
occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural details, neon signs, etc.).Does the
building occupied by the business relate to the immediate neighborhood?

Brownies Hardware has maintained the original architectural characteristics of the building in which it is
located, specifically by having the exterior sheet metal framing duplicated and recast. These features
are largely characteristic of the neighborhood and can be found throughout Polk Street. Brownies also
dedicates one of the windows as a Polk Street “history window.” Located here, one can find ever-
changing displays of the neighborhood including photos of the neighborhood throughout the years.
Brownies has been installing these displays since 1998 in hopes of maintaining the traditions of Polk
Gulch.

d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less than
30years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the current owner has
maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business, including craft, culinary, or art
forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate
the existence of the business prior to current ownership.

Please see the documents included in the Legacy Business Registry application.
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SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION C IT Y AND COUNT Y OF SAN FRANCISCO

MARK DW IGHT , PRESIDENT EDW IN M. LEE , MAYO R

REGINA D ICK-ENDRIZZI , D IRECTO R

SMALL BUSINESS ASSIST ANCE CENT ER / SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
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Application No.: LBR-2016-17-041
Business Name: Good Vibrations
Business Address: 603 Valencia Street
District: District 9
Applicant: Jackie Rednour-Bruckman, Executive Vice President
Nomination Date: November 7, 2016
Nominated By: Supervisor David Campos

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in
San Francisco operations exceeding two years? X Yes No

3416 22nd Street from 1977-1985 (8 years)
1210 Valencia Street from 1985-2003 (18 years)
603 Valencia Street from 2003-Present (13 years)
1620 Polk Street from 2003-Present (13 years)
899 Mission Street from 2010-Present (6 years)
189 Kearny Street from 2013-Present (3 years)

CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community? X Yes No

CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms? X Yes No

NOTES: NA

DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: November 7, 2016

Richard Kurylo
Manager, Legacy Business Program
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Member Board of Supervisors City and County of San Francisco
District 9

City Hall ∙ 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 ∙ San Francisco, California 94102-4689
Reception: (415) 554-5144 ∙ FAX (415) 554-6255 ∙ David.Campos@sfgov.org

DAVID CAMPOS

November 7th, 2016

Re: Nomination of Good Vibrations to the Legacy Business Registry

Dear Rick Kurylo,

I am writing to nominate to the Legacy Business Registry --Good Vibrations, a sex-positive
retailer that promotes sexual health. Good Vibrations not only offers goods, but also advocates
for positive sexuality and safe sex for individuals of all genders and sexual orientations, with an
emphasis on serving LGBT communities. Joani Blank, the founder of Down There Press and
Good Vibrations, opened the first store 39 years ago in the Mission District, where it has
remained as one of the oldest storefronts on the Valencia St. corridor.

Good Vibrations has been an innovator since its inception. It pioneered the concept of a clean,
well-lit pleasure store in a non-judgmental environment where you can both shop for products
and attend workshops. The store has a strong commitment to social change through education,
community partnership, and ethical business practices. Good Vibrations has consistently
participated in iconic San Francisco LGBT events such as SF Pride, Dyke March, the Queer
Arts Festival, and independent film festivals. Good Vibrations has also been featured in local
media outlets such as Kron-4 and the SF Chronicle as well as in national media such as The
Huffington Post, Women’s Health, Glamour, and Cosmopolitan. In addition, the store’s business
practices promote personal and professional development for women and LGBT individuals.

Good Vibrations is a legendary San Francisco business that is nationally recognized and that
continues to make a positive impact locally. It is my honor and pleasure to nominate Good

Vibrations to become part of the San Francisco’s Legacy Business Registry.

Sincerely,

David Campos







Legacy Business Registry Application

V.5- 6/17/2016

Section Two:
Business Location(s).
List the business address of the original San Francisco location, the start date of business, and the dates of operation at

the original location. Check the box indicating whether the original location of the business in San Francisco is the

founding location of the business. If the business moved from its original location and has had additional addresses in

San Francisco, identify all other addresses and the dates of operation at each address. For businesses with more than

one location, list the additional locations in section three of the narrative.

ORIGINAL SAN FRANCISCO ADDRESS: ZIP CODE: START DATE OF BUSINESS

IS THIS LOCATION THE FOUNDING LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS? DATES OF OPERATION AT THIS LOCATON

No Yes

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:
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Criterion 1

a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco to the
present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations, include the history
of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the business’s founding and or
headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all other locations.

Good Vibrations is a San Francisco heritage brand and premier retailer trusted for almost four decades
to provide high quality products, education, and information that promotes sexual health, pleasure, and
empowerment. We invented the concept of the clean, well-lighted vibrator store and we’re proud to
provide a safe, welcoming, and non-judgmental environment where customers can shop for sex toys,
books, movies, and attend workshops. We also have the world’s first only Antique Vibrator Museum
located at our Polk St. Store in San Francisco where vintage items and promotional materials can be
viewed that date back to when massagers were promoted for ‘health’ and ‘vigor.’

Good Vibrations opened its first store in San Francisco’s Mission District in 1977 and its flagship store
has been located on Valencia St. since the mid 1980s. Following is a Good Vibrations company
timeline:

 1975: Joani Blank starts Down There Press, an independent publishing company for
sexuality/sexual health books

 1977: First GV store and Vibrator Museum opens in San Francisco’s Mission District

 1985: GV mail order catalog launched offering books, vibrators, and other toys

 1990: Dr. Carol Queen joins Good Vibration

 1994: GV opens a second location in Berkeley, Ca

 1996: the Good Vibrations website and ecommerce store, www.goodvibes.com is launched

 1997: GV launches our After Hours classes at GV stores, workshops where professionals lead
guided forums on a wide range of sexuality topics

 2000: GV launches “Pleasure Parties”, in-home, Tupperware style parties

 2002: GV opens Polk Street location in San Francisco

 2006: GV opens Brookline, MA location

 2006: GV launches IXFF, the Independent Erotic Film Festival (renamed The Quickies)

 2006: we launch GVU (Good Vibrations University), our nationally renowned training program for
non-GV adult stores

 2007: GV launches Women Like Me program and Triangle Project

 2008: GV launches Student Union programs

 2009: GV launches the first adult Brand Ambassador Program, a viral marketing initiative where
bloggers, tweeters, sex pundits and customers from across the country review GV products

 2009: GV wins “O” Award for best online retailer

 2009: Dr. Carol queen receives “O” Award for Outstanding Achievement

 2009: GV partners with legendary Lesbian Cruise and vacation company, Olivia to bring Pleasure
Parties to the high seas

 2009: Jackie Strano takes the post of COO now Executive VP at GV



 2009: GV launches Ecorotic™ green sex initiative

 2009: GV branded long-time non-profit partnering campaign the GiVe, their first national corporate
giving program benefiting 4 non-profit organizations each year

 2010: store in SOMA opens at 899 Mission Street

 2012: Oakland store opens on Lakeshore Avenue

 2013: Kearny Street and Palo Alto locations open

 2016: friendly acquisition of Camouflage, an adult boutique in Santa Cruz

 2016: Good Vibrations opens in Cambridge, Massachusetts in Harvard Square

b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco for
more than six months?

The business has not ceased operations in San Francisco since 1977.

c. Is the business a family owned business? If so, give the generational history of the business.

The business is not a family owned business.

d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a family
owned business.

The business is not family-owned however it is a single-proprietorship, as it was from 1977-1992. In
1992-93, Joani Blank, the original owner, sold the business to the employees creating a worker
cooperative. The cooperative was dissolved in 2006 by the shareholders and became a C-Corp. In
2007, the business was sold to GVA-TWN. Joel Kaminsky purchased the business from GVA-TWN in
2008 and once again created a sole-proprietorship that exists to present day. In 2009, Jackie Rednour-
Bruckman returned to Good Vibrations to manage day-to-day operations as Executive Vice President.
Jackie is a former member of the worker-owner cooperative from the early 1990s.

e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less than 30
years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the business prior to current
ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please use the list of supplemental
documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to
current ownership.

See included documentation.

f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated with the
business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.

The building has recently had a façade improvement, however the south side of the building in which
the store is located is on Clarion Alley, a street famous for its political and cultural murals and street art.
Tourists heavily traverse this area and organized guided art walks with participants from all around the
world, giving Good Vibrations plenty of exposure at this location. Valencia Street is also the main
thoroughfare of the Mission District and is central to the nightlife, shopping, and restaurant culture of
the neighborhood, with Good Vibrations holding a prominent storefront location.

Criterion 2

a. Describe the business’s contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood, community or
San Francisco.



The Mission District, and in particular Valencia Street in San Francisco, became a feminist and lesbian
haven in the late ’70s and early ’80s with locations like Good Vibrations, Artemis Café, Old Wives Tale
Bookstore, Osento bathhouse, and Amelia’s. Only Good Vibrations remains.

Good Vibrations is a woman friendly, inclusive, and diverse education based retailer providing high-
quality, sex-positive products and non-judgmental, accurate and trusted sex information through our
clean and comfortable stores, web site, wholesale private label division, in order to enhance our
customers’ sex lives and promote healthy attitudes about sex overall. We want to help make the world
more sex positive and shame free around sexual health and sexuality.

Good Vibrations recognizes that sexuality touches on every aspect of our lives and that many people
face challenges around positive sexual expression. Their goal is to help everyone we come into contact
with to discover ways to experience sexual pleasure, health, and well-being. Since sexual diversity is a
core component of the human experience and each person’s sexuality will change over the lifespan, we
welcome all forms of consensual sexual expression, desire, and fantasy.

Good Vibrations also has locations in SOMA, Union Square, and Upper Polk Street, where it has been
for 14 years and is one of the few remaining anchor tenants in the Russian Hill area. This location is
also home to the Antique Vibrator Museum, which is a travel destination having been listed on many
different travel guidebooks and websites.

b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the City, or the
business industry?

Good Vibrations is heavily involved in many events in the neighborhood as well as across the City.
Good Vibrations participates in SF Pride, the Dyke March, and Trans March as sponsors as well as
vendors, and co-hosts events at the nearby Roxie Theater, Women’s Building, and Theater Brava.
Good Vibrations is also a destination on the LitCrawl festival on Valencia Street, with many other
bookstores, shops and bars on Valencia Street participating as well. The Fresh Meat Transgender
Performance Festival, QWOCMAP, Transgender Film Festival, Queer Arts Festival, San Francisco
International Gay Film Festival, and more are all sponsored by Good Vibrations annually.

c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, historical documents?

Good Vibrations has been voted Best of the Bay from the SF Bay Guardian, and received other
accolades from City and State officials over the years. Some of those accolades include Proclamations
from San Francisco City Hall and the California State Assembly. Other publications include: Susie
Bright’s memoir Big Sex Little Death. The business was also featured in KRON-4 Documentary Sex In
The City: A History of Sex in San Francisco. Other publications include: The LA Times, The Boston
Phoenix, SF Chronicle, The Huffington Post, Essence, Esquire, The Boston Globe, Playboy, Glamour,
the Village Voice, Elle, Bust, the New York Post, Redbook, Self Magazine, Women’s Health, Men’s
Health, Men’s Fitness, Cosmopolitan, and various weekly publications throughout the country. News
media that the business has been mentioned include Nightline, MSNBC, and various indie
documentaries as a backdrop and location.

Good Vibrations has been a media source for sex-positive information on premium sex toys, books and
videos for almost 40 years.

d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?

The original owner of the business, Joani Blank, is a well-known feminist radical who revolutionized the
concept of the sex-positive feminist sex toy store. Joani has set a model for the industry of sex toy
shops and has helped in training women in this sector, leading to the proliferation of stores across the



country. Joani helped kick off the sex positive feminist revolution that helped usher in third and fourth
wave feminism in the United States.

The business employs a Staff Sexologist, Dr. Carol Queen, who has been with the company for 25
years. Dr. Queen has lectured and taught at prestigious universities such as UCSF, UC Berkeley, Mills,
Harvard, MIT, Boston University, Stanford, SF State, SF City College, California Institute of Integral
Studies, and Hastings. She is also a member of the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence group and has long
been one of the public faces of Good Vibrations.

e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?

Good Vibrations strives to be an agent for social change, through the lenses of sexuality, diversity and
ethical business practices. Both within our organization, and throughout the communities we serve, we
are committed to fostering respect, promoting supportive communication, providing access to
educational resources and strongly advocating for women in leadership roles.

For almost 40 years Good Vibrations has partnered with hundreds of local and national nonprofit
organizations. By donating products, advertising and sponsorship for fundraisers, along with a
percentage of retail sales, the company has provided much needed support for women’s shelters,
HIV/AIDS research, art programs, LGBT benefits, Breast Cancer awareness and much more.

Good Vibrations is known for our educational workshops like our Paid and Free workshops and
classes, our extensive Sexual Health Outreach Workshops (SHOW) program and many other outreach
events we do in communities at large around sex education and sexual health.

Through our Give Program, our Partnership for Social Change, we have partnered with hundreds of
nonprofits over the years and raised thousands of dollars for entities like The Transgender Law Center,
Pulse Orlando, Planned Parenthood, Stop AIDS Project, Shanti, and Asian Pacific Wellness Center to
name a few. In the past year, Good Vibrations has raised almost $10,000 for the Orlando Victims Fund
and over $6,000 for the Transgender Law Center based in San Francisco.

Good Vibrations has sponsored several signature SF events over the years including SF Pride, SF
International Gay Film Festival among hundreds of other small and big events throughout the calendar
year.

The Good Vibrations earth-friendly Ecorotic™ collection offers all-natural and organic products, as well
as longer lasting items that have less environmental impact, such as toys made from superior materials
and rechargeable vibes. Many sex toys contain phthalates, a plastic softener banned from children's
toys, both in the United States and Europe, for toxicity. Good Vibrations believes that if they shouldn't
be in children's toys, they shouldn't be in toys for grown-ups either. In 2007, Good Vibrations eliminated
all phthalates-containing products from their inventory. Customers can rest assured that all Good
Vibrations Ecorotic™ products are safe and phthalate-free.

f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.

Good Vibrations was founded by a woman in support of personal and professional development for
women in leadership. The business is also very inclusive of all orientations and genders as outlined in
their Sex and Gender Policy.

At Good Vibrations, we believe that sexual pleasure is everyone's birthright. We believe that sexual
pleasure is an important part of all of our lives, and that everyone should be able to live the sex life
that's right for them. We take it as our mission to respond to all forms of sexual shame and support
people as they discover their authentic sexual selves.



We believe that any adult consensual sexual activity is something to affirm and celebrate. We do not
judge anyone's sexual preferences or choices, so long as those choices and activities are between
adults and consented to by everyone involved or affected.

Ongoing education is essential to our mission. In order to be the best possible resource for our
customers, we constantly strive to have a better understanding of sexual variation and to advance our
own knowledge of sexual pleasure and desire.

To provide an environment that is supportive of our customer's needs, we understand that our Sex
Educator-Sales Associates must maintain an open and respectful attitude and to model sex-positive,
non-judgmental communication at all times.

g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant building/structure/site/ object/or interior?

The building in which the store is located is a major storefront on the Mission District’s Valencia Street,
and is also on the corner of Clarion Alley, which is an integral part of the Mission’s history of art and
culture.

h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut down, etc.?

Good Vibrations has been a mainstay in the community in which it serves for almost 40 years and has
been central to the cultural landscape of the San Francisco LGBTQ community as well as the
neighborhoods in which the various stores are located in. The business is partnered with many health
and wellness organizations throughout the City and provides education on sexuality and sexual health
as well. Should the business ever be relocated from its flagship location, Valencia Street would be
losing one of its oldest, if not the oldest retail storefront on the commercial corridor. In addition to the
aesthetics of a storefront, the community would also be losing a valuable resource that is involved in
the planning and co-hosting of events that are long-standing traditions in San Francisco. The
community would also lose 25 employees that work at the various locations in San Francisco.

Criterion 3

a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.

The initial idea of Joani Blank was to provide a safe, warm, and welcoming place for women and
everyone to buy personal pleasure products, books, and information. The business presents itself as a
high-end boutique with a highly trained staff that can advise customers on sexuality, sexual health and
practices, as well as trusted information. The store is very clean and well lit, free of the stigma and
shame that sometimes is correlated with adult boutiques.

b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions that define
the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to retain the businesses
historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft, culinary, or art forms)

In addition to our support of women's sexual desire and potential, we recognize the critical contribution
women make as business leaders in industry, our workplace and society. We strive to create a working
environment in which the contribution of all genders is recognized and valued equally.

Good Vibrations is an Equal Opportunity Employer. They have zero tolerance for harassment or
discrimination of any kind. The aforementioned Sex and Gender policy is built into the company
handbook and company culture.



c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical features that
define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical characteristics of the space
occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural details, neon signs, etc.). Does the
building occupied by the business relate to the immediate neighborhood?

The interior of the business has been upgraded over the years to include new floors and new lighting,
keeping with the influx of boutiques and specialty shops that Valencia Street has now become known
for. The exterior of the business faces Valencia Street as well as Clarion Alley, which is adjacent and
has an ever-changing façade of murals and street art that heavily define the Mission District.

d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less than
30years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the current owner has
maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business, including craft, culinary, or art
forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate
the existence of the business prior to current ownership.

Although the ownership has changed over the years, the logo and elemental branding of the business
has not been changed since the 1980s. The core values, mission and quality of the brand remains
unchanged over the course of 40 years in business. The commitment to the LGBTQ community events
and institutions has always fit in with the company culture and has not changed since the inception of
the business. Please see supplemental documents.



Historical Narrative Guide

Good Vibrations has been in operations for almost 40 years starting with the first location in the
Mission District of San Francisco in 1977. Joani Blank opened the first store in San Francisco
after founding a sex education publishing press called Down There Press in 1975. She was a
licensed family and marriage therapist and found that many of her clients’ issues involved access
and information around sexual arousal and sex and body positivity. She would recommend
couple’s and women to go buy a vibrator but the only locations available were the typical peep
show type of locale that only men frequented. An idea for retail store was born so Joani could
provide a safe, warm, and welcoming place for women and everyone to buy personal pleasure
products and books and get information. Little did she know that by opening that first store,
Joani Blank kicked off the sex positive feminist revolution that helped usher in third and fourth
wave feminism in the United States. Recently it came to our attention that many women and
gender
The Mission District and in particular, Valencia Street in San Francisco became a feminist and
lesbian haven in the late 70’s and early 80’s with locations like Good Vibrations, Artemis Café,
Old Wives Tales Bookstore, Osento bathhouse, and Amelia’s. Only Good Vibrations is still left.
Good Vibrations has always partnered with local businesses and non-profits and been
community focused and socially conscious. Groups like the Stop AIDS Project and Glide
Memorial Church as well as many orgs that service low income women and homeless
populations have been recipients of our donation and partnership program as well as Planned
Parenthood and SF Women Against Rape and thousands of others throughout the years. We have
sponsored film festivals and street festivals and SF Pride and other well-known SF institutions.
The Valencia Street store is our busiest location and our heritage flagship location situated near
Clarion and Sycamore Alley known famously for their political murals and street art that hosts
several tours each day. Tourists come from all over the world to see our Valencia Street location
and see for themselves the original destination that started it all.
We are featured in many guide books as a must see destination and been intricately involved in
the artist and LGBT and socially active groups of the City as a hub and community outpost and
anchor tenant as waves of longtime residents have come and gone and possibly returned again.
We were a destination on the most recent LitCrawl event and co-host and sponsor many events at
the Roxie theater nearby, the Women’s Building, and Theater Brava, Fresh Meat Transgender
Performance Festival, QWOCMAP, and many more.
Good Vibrations employs app. 22 employees in SF and several more long term staff members
from other locations continue to call San Francisco home and still live there. The company has
about 60 staff members but SF is still where most staff members work and live. We have a
diverse staff and are extremely proud of our company culture and our Sex and Gender Policy.



We are proud to offer regular full time employment with benefits to the LGBT community who
often don’t find a welcoming place to work and in turn we provide that space for our customers
who love feeling the inclusive and welcoming nature of our stores.
We are actively involved in all of our merchant associations and the SF Travel Bureau and
various neighborhood groups and activities especially having a location near Dolores Park and
close to many well-known startups and social media outposts.
One of our beloved staff members, Dr. Carol Queen who has worked at Good Vibrations for 26
years. She is the Staff Sexologist and Curator of our Antique Vibrator Museum and she does all
the immersion trainings of our staff members especially the retail ones who interface directly
with customers. We give our staff more training on human sexuality that most medical doctors
receive in medical school. Dr. Queen has lectured and taught at the following Universities-
UCSF, UC Berkeley, Mills, Harvard, MIT, Boston University, Stanford, SF State, SF City
College, Cal. Institute of Integral Studies, Hastings, and many more throughout the area. Dr.
Carol Queen is an honorary saint in the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence group and has long been
one of the public faces and spokespersons for Good Vibrations.
Executive Vice President, Jackie Rednour-Bruckman aka Jackie Strano has been part of the arts
and activist scene in SF for decades and starting with benefit shows that they produced with their
old band, The Hail Marys, they have played every major club in the city as well as served
temporarily on the SF Pride Board. They have played benefits for SF Dyke March, SF Pride, SF
Trans March and starting back in the early 90’s with Brownie Mary benefits on up to present
day, Rednour-Bruckman has been a tireless advocate for LGBT youth especially LGBT Youth of
Color and has created a family via fost-adopt by adopting three sons including an older gay son
from foster care. Recently Good Vibrations supported Jazzie’s Place, one of the nation’s only
homeless shelters for LGBT homeless. Good Vibrations also raised almost $10k for the Orlando
victim’s family fund and over $6k for the Transgender Law Center based in SF.
Good Vibrations continues to feature Education as the cornerstone of the brand and we are
constantly asked to lecture and be part of panels in local universities and groups (like Planned
Parenthood and Asian Pacific Wellness Center) to do outreach and sensitivity trainings around
sex education and gender inclusivity and sex positivity. Lately we have conducted seminars at
Kaiser and asked to come up with curriculum at places like Cal. Institute of Integral Studies.
We have received proclamations from the City and State and are proud of our legacy of always
being a safe space to walk through the doors and have available resources and trusted
information and quality products.
We would be very proud to be featured as a San Francisco Legacy Business. Being an anchor
tenant in the Mission District and especially staying on Valencia St. would help preserve the
historical significance of a neighborhood that has seen intense change especially over the last 5
years. Rents have increased and condos and investors are taking over where once stood
businesses who were vital for employment, culture, local events, and contributing to the overall
uniqueness of the City. As mentioned before, we are very involved with all the local non-profits
and arts and events happening in the City. We have sponsored and partnered with the SF Bay
Guardian (making a small comeback after 50 years) and Mission Local, and FunCheap SF and
more to provide unique experiences that are not cookie cutter events found in any other city.
Independent authors and indie publishers enjoy our hospitality when we plan receptions and
gatherings and also co-host comedy and music nights at various watering holes.

For more info: http://www.goodvibes.com/s/content/c/GiVe-Donations-Sponsorship
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Good Vibrations Legacy Business Application Supplemental Information

Links to news articles and publications featuring Good Vibrations and Staff

https://avn.com/business/articles/novelty/good-vibrations-founder-joani-blank-dies-693724.html

http://missionlocal.org/2016/08/founder-of-good-vibrations-sex-store-dies/

http://www.modernluxury.com/san-francisco/story/good-vibrations-founder-joani-blank-feminist-
pioneer-and-vibrator-designer-has-d

http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2016/08/22/sex-pioneer-good-vibrations-founder-joani-blank-dies/

http://www.salon.com/2016/01/13/david_bowie_rock_star_groupies_and_the_sexually_adventurous_
70s_labeling_us_as_victims_in_retrospect_is_not_a_very_conscious_thing_to_do/

https://www.wired.com/2016/02/silicon-valley-wants-to-disrupt-orgasms-with-science/

http://www.upworthy.com/these-savvy-women-are-redefining-the-sex-shop-and-business-is-taking-off

http://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/?toURL=http://www.forbes.com/sites/janetwburns/2016/02/
26/sexperts-agree-for-a-blissful-2016-mix-high-tech-and-low-
key&refURL=http://www.goodvibes.com/s/content/c/Good-Vibes-
Press&referrer=http://www.goodvibes.com/s/content/c/Good-Vibes-Press

http://www.dailycal.org/2016/03/11/back-and-forth-good-vibrations-sex-toys-and-education/

http://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/news/a43169/the-best-porn-sites-for-women/

http://www.glamour.com/story/dead-vagina-syndrome

http://www.womenshealthmag.com/sex-and-love/signs-you-have-healthy-sex-life

http://www.cosmopolitan.co.uk/love-sex/sex/g4546/sex-positions-with-sex-toys/

http://www.askmen.com/dating/dating_advice/worst-online-dating-behaviors.html

http://www.sfchronicle.com/entertainment/article/This-is-the-age-of-consent-and-no-means-no-
8389766.php

http://www.glamour.com/story/female-ejaculation

https://www.bayarea.com/play/antique-vibrator-museum/
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Nurse Healers -
A Futuristic View
by Louise Billotte

Rumblings of reform are being heard 
these days within one of, this country's 
most entrenched- power structures -- 
the American medical establishment. The 
front lines of change are filling with 
people who prefer to call themselves 
healers, rather than doctors or nurses, 
a group which is not really out to slay 
the diseased dinosaur, but to point it 
in a new direction. Last weekend, 
more than 400 j>eople crowded into a 
small ballroom at the San Francisco 
Hilton to discuss some of these new dir 
ections at the First Congress of Nurse 
Healers.

  It was an exciting conference, but if 
its message was revolutionary, its spirit 
was reformist. Moreover, its basically 
middle-class outlook did not allow for the 
deep changes needed to challenge our 
medical hierarchy. "Nurse Healers - 
A Futuristic View" was organized by 
Effie Poy Yew Choy, PhD and RN, who 
is head of the East West Academy of 
Healing Arts in San Francisco, and by 
Dolores Krieger, PhD and RN, a profes

sor of nursing at New York University.
Nurses came to the conference from 

all over the U.S. and from Canada and 
Mexico, from big hospitals and from 
barrio health programs. Some were 
already convinced that there is a profound 
crisis in our health-care system which 
must be met by profound changes. Others 
were still making up their minds. Most 
agreed that our system is disease- 
oriented, that it must become health- 
oriented, and that the techniques for 
change must come from outside the trad 
itional body of Western scientific lore.

They also agreed that these changes 
will seem threatening to the medical 
establishment. Speaker after speaker 
described the alienation nurses experience 
trying to work within the value-system 
of the establishment   where the 
side of effects of drugs are often as 
harmful as the symptoms they are meant 
to treat, where machines do work that 
humans were meant to do, where the 
food is unhealthly, where rigid hierar 
chical structures tend to discriminate 
against the very, women who have the 
basic responsibility of healing patients.

NYU nursing professor Martha Rogers, 
charged that the medical establishment is 
hopelessly out of touch with reality. A- 
tomic and particle physicists, meanwhile, 
are finding that the nature of the uni 
verse is what mystics and non-Western 
Scientists ahve been talking abount for 
tousands of years. The reality which 
medical science continues to ignore, ac 
cording to Rogers, is that "we are all 
interacting energy fields. We, and the 
world are an open and not a closed 
system."

The real inspiration for the conference 
was Dolores Krieger, one of its organi 
zers. Krieger, a short, stocky, radiant 
woman, has done extensive research with 
her students using visualizations and 
extra-sensory perception as healing tech 
niques. She has also pioneered the 
use by nurses of a very ancient healing 
technique, sometimes known as The Lay 
ing on of Hands.

Laying on of Hands is often asso 
ciated with faith healing, and indeed, to 
the beholder, the practice looks like 
magic. In fact, it is an ancient scient 
ific technique, although the complexities 
of the procedures and the results are 
not always mathematically quantifiable. 
The science comes from a body of know 
ledge which we call mystic. There 
are various techniques of healing by 
touch, and all of them attempt to restore 
the energy balance of the dis-eased person.

Krieger calls the technique which she 
developed, along with Dora Kunz, pres 
ident of the Theosophical Society in Am 
erica, Therapeutic Touch. Krieger says 
she is no longer sure that this tech 
nique can rightly ba called Laying on 
of Hands: "Laying on of Hands implies 
faith on the part of the patient. People 
open themselves up as a vessel to god. 
With Therapeutic Touch, no faith is nec 
essary on the part of the patient." The 
practitioner, however, must believe in 
what she is doing and be cognizant of 
the dangers involved in releasing certain 
kinds of energies.

People who have been treated by Krieger 
report that during the process they feel 
great warmth, even heat, surrounding their 
bodies.

Like most holistic practitioner, Krieger 
doesn't claim to "cure" disease. "You 
can 'cure' cancer, heart attacks, but if 
you don't fill in with the basic needs, 
your patient gets another illness, so

where's the cure?"
Nonetheless there are people at the 

conference who testify to having been 
cured by Krieger. Krieger herself desc 
ribes to me how just the night before, 
dancer Anna Halpern, who was perform ing 
barefoot, got a large piece of glass in 
her foot, which bled so profusely she 
was unable to stop the flow. Krieger 
worked on her, the bleeding stopped and 
the glass came out easily and by itself.

In the hall, outside the conference 
room and not officially part of the con 
ference, Anni Coven, a young RN, is 
demonstrating another therapeutic touch 
technique, this on developed by a man 
named John Thie, and naturally, I'm anx 
ious to experience it. I vaguely expect 
a kind of touchy, feeling massage. In 
stead, Coven tells me simply to stretchout 
one arm. She presses down as hard 
as she can, I am to resist with my 
strength. She repeats the exercise sev 
eral times on each arm, turning it in 
various directions, bending the elbow, 
then straightening each arm. In some 
positions my arm is strong and easily 
able to resist her push. In others I 
am weak, she easily pushes down my 
arm. The^ weakness, Coven tells me, 
is the result of blockage of the lymph 
flow at certain points.

She then presses lightly with her fing 
ertips at several points on my rib cage. 
The area is sensitive, slightly ticklish, 
which is an indication of blockage. When 
she has finished, we test my strength 
again. And lo! I am easily able to 
resist her push. When I stand up I 
feel quite wonderful   cleansed and 
healthy.

Dolores Krieger, insists she has never 
had any problem working within 
the system, which she claims ahs been 
incredibly supportive of her work. In 
fact, she is hoping that nurse healers 
will soon have official recognition from 
the American Nursing Association. Other, 
younger nurses, are leaving the profes 
sion, to work in holistic health centers 
or on their own.

Anni Coven is one RN who has given 
up on traditional nursing. She has 
for the past several years worked in 
a large hospital. She will continue to 
work as a healer, but does not feel this 
is possible (for her at least) within 
the hospital establishment.

I suggested to Krieger and to a number 
Continued on page 13

She's Bringing You
Vibrations

by Adi Gevins

A head-spinning display of exotic-look 
ing implements filled the small store 
front window. Most of the plastic and 
metal appliances appeared to be small 

.mixmasters, osterizers or electric hair 
brushes with special attachments. One 
had two small metal claws.

The woman inside looked up from her 
papers and flashed me a wide grin as I 
expressed my surprise and delight at the 
quantity and variety of her wares. "There 
are many factors to consider when choos 
ing a vibrator," she told me, "weight, 
size, noise, durability, price, how power 
ful it is, and then there's an unidentifiable 
aesthetic thing, the thing that makes you 
really love your particular vibrator; of 
course the most important thing is what 
you're going to use it for." That made 
me giggle. Of course, I know what most 
everyone uses a vibrator for, but frankly 
it wasn't immediately apparent to me how 
some of these contraptions could be used 
for sexual stimulation. "Very easily," 
Joani Blank told me with a smile.

Joani, 39, is a trained public health 
educator, a licensed marriage and fam 
ily counselor, a sex therapist and a vib 
rator aficionada. Nine weeks ago she 
opened a store called, appropriately 
enough, Good Vibrations. The store, lo 
cated at 3416 22nd Street (near Guerrero) 
in San Francisco's Mission District, is 
probably the first in the world devoted 
entirely to what Joani affectionately des 
cribes as "the art and science of buzzing 
off."

Last year Joani wrote and published a 
small book entitled Good Vibrations, The 
Complete Woman's Guide to Vibrators 
(Down There Press,.$1.85). In the course 
of working on that treatise, she found 
that vibrators are even less easily avail 
able than she had thought. On research

trips to her local drug and department 
stores, she found that "small appliance" 
counters stocked few if any vibrators, 
usually of the plastic, battery-operated, 
dildo-shaped variety (S1.50-S7.00 at Good 
Vibrations), which Joani maintains are 
far inferior to the more expensive 
(S10.50-S24.00) electric types she also 
stocks.

She considers the other alternative, 
"adult bookstores," to be both a finan 
cial ripoff (the model that Joani sells for 
$1.50 frequently goes for over $5.00) and 
an almost unconquerably abysmal exper 
ience. "I finally just decided to open a 
store myself and make it the kind of place 
where I'd like to go and buy a vibrator. 
I consider myself an access place," she 
continued. "One of the things that makes 
me accessible is I'm a woman and it's a 
woman-owned business."

The oriental carpet, piles of pillows 
on the floor, the ferns, macrame and 
weavings decorating the walls, and the 
smiling warmth of Joani herself certain 
ly create a unique and non-threatening 
environment. The main attractions are, 
however, the stock of more than thirty 
kinds of vibrators and the availability of 
Joani for information, consultation and 
the informal advice that is necessary for 
most potential customers who, like my 
self, have never even imagined the var 
iety of vibrators she'll encounter inside.

"It's like going to a store and buying 
ice cream without even knowing what 
flavors they have," Joani sympathized. 
"If I'd never eaten ice cream before, I 
might want to go and have a few tastes." 
Good Vibrations is equipped with a small 
try-out booth where tastes are available. 
"But I don't encourage real masturba 
tion trips here," she cautioned me.

Joani hopes that her Good Vibrations 
(both the store and the book) will help 
dispel some common misconceptions

about vibrators. 'They're sexual toys, 
and they're to be used for enhancement," 
she lectured me. "It's true that some 
women who've never had orgasms before 
have their first and only orgasms with 
vibrators, but that's a relatively small 
percentage. Usually they're used to en 
hance the sexual experiences you have, 
either with yourself or with a partner." 

Joani considers her store to be "es 
pecially for, but not exclusively for, wo 
men." Most of the misconceptions she 
has to deal with come from heterosexual 
men. "The thing I find the hardest to 
deal with about men's attitudes... is a 
feeling that 'it's me or the vibrator,'." 

x she told me. "Even guys who are plan 
ning on using it in their sex play with 
their partners are really concerned that 
she'll enjoy the vibrator more than him 
... I use a lot of my energy, when men 
are shopping here, debunking that myth 
ology."

Joani Blank displays some of the goodies 
from her Good Vibrations store

There is another myth that Joani is 
eager to dispel from our consciousnes 
ses. "Some women stay away from vib 
rators because they are mechanical. 
They're the same people who don't eat 
food with additives, it's sort of a prin 
ciple thing with them."

I expressed my sympathy with that 
point of view as I continued to examine 
the assorted merchandise. There were 
vibrators that look like electric ham 
mers (the "wand" type, 'The only de 
cent vibrator for two people to get off 
on at once," Joani commented), over- 
the hand models (nice because you're 
touched by fingers, not nice because your 
hand tickles and goes numb), brush- 
shaped numbers (three models have at 
tachments especially designed forclitoral 
stimulation) and the more familiar egg- 
shaped and dildo shaped battery-opera 
ted machines.

"It's a silly attitude," she counseled 
me. "Vibrators are just like fingers or 
tongues, or penises or anything that you 
might use to stimulate your genitals 
with. The only difference is that they 
have more endurance and move faster. 
I mean it's a technicality that you have 
to plug them into the wall to make them 
do that."

It was past time to leave. As I reluc 
tantly bid farewell to my new battery- 
operated and electrical friends and head 
ed for the door Joani's voice rang out 
behind me. "Come again," she said, "as 
we say in the sex business."

Good vibrations is open Wednesday 
through Saturday from noon until six p.m. 
In addition to the largest selection of 
vibrators you'll probably ever see in 
your life, Joani sells her own books 
(Good Vibrations, The Playbook for Wo 
men about Sex, The Playbook for Men 
about Sex) and other relevant books by 
women. She also has a line of crocheted 
"vibrator cozies" to personalize your 
lovable piece of plastic and make it more 
comfortable to hold. In addition the store 
houses an antique' vibrator museum fea 
turing wierd and wonderful items that 
people have been turning on, and getting 
turned on by, since 1901. If you ignore 
my advice and decide to forgo the ex 
perience of meeting Joani Blank, a mail 
order catalogue is available.
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!l.emembtr die firsr time you 
bought a package of rubbers? A 
sick feeling rose ill your gut, 
knowing the person bcllind the 
coun1er knew what you needed. 
Now imagine taking your lover 
(the one who puts trult spukk in 
your eye) to an adult book store 
to shop for "marital aids" "l"iith tfa: 
nonchalance of shopping for a 
head of cabbage. No way! 

In March 1977, Jo:,ni Bb!Jk, �- sex 
therapist wlth a Master's in Public 
Health "Education changed that. 
She opened the sex toy smre, 
GooiJ Vibr.i.clom. Good 
Vibration:;, according to The San 
Francisco Examiner, is comfon:a 
abk, um::mbarrassing, and "relent· 
Jessly wholeoome" with no resem
blance to the typical "adult book
store". 

Jo�Jli B1Jnl( says, "Tmditionaliy, 
it's been a very lilllk-dom.irmted 

industry and stereotyp
ical of whet men ilii�, 
women want ::;exu::l
ly." Could !hi, h·Jw 
something to do ,,.,;th 
the lack of ,vomeri. 
tmtring u'lc typiul 
adult book sto.<.¼1 h 
might. UnliJ;:c othn 
·aduh" stores, :n10\t 
Good Vibmtions ens· 
tomcrs are women 
ranging from 25 m 45. 
T(Je diffuencc is the 
atmo,phere. Ckan CJ.r· 
ims, w<;[J.\igbted 
room., and clerks 
(womrn) who ha 
the "b<.:lkf that ac,::ess 
to accurate se:t infor· 
mation will hdp us 
build intimate :md sat· 
isfying rdmionships. 
educate our children, 
and overcome fear and 
prejlldice.-

'·Thc fint time l visited 
Good Vibntiom," writes William 
Henkin, "I kit b01h tidll2ted arid 
awestrock .... !his was a sex ;iore, 
without guilt or apology . .. .it"s air 
w;is a blt holy." 

Okay, so you can't fly to to San 
Francisco jmt to visit a "holy" Sex 
,tore, but Open Enti:rprises, Inc. 
an offshoot of11lank's origin.al 
store, offers two catalogs via mail. 
Now cooperatively owned by a 
staff of 18 worker-owners, Open 
EnttTprises, Inc. offer,; the s;:,rne 
atmosphere in the catalogs. No 
need to worry ,i.bout nosy ffi,J,iJ 
carrier.,; tither. With the security 
of ;i confidential llllliling list and 
brown pap;;,, envelopes, we can 
loss embarrassmeri.t aside. But it's 
not just the bmwn paper thar pro
!CC(S our egos, i.'s the who!e a,ri" 
rude tov.iard sex. 

Open Enterprises is telling us 
(whether we are men or women): 
that sex is okay. Sex is fun. It 
doesn't have to be debununlzlog. 

Go ahead, enjoy yourself. 

Tb.'. Sexuality Library, a catalog of 
books and vit.kos, pulls no punch
es. Yet alongside titles such �s: 
How to Enlarge Your T'cnis, The 
Leathcml.:l.n's Hamlbook, and 
Ficld Guide to Outdoor Erotica, 
one fmds kmak ;!.nd fo.mily-<.::trl.· 
it:f<:d work:; such as: for Yourself: 
The Fulfillment of Female 
St::rnall.ity, family Book Abom 
Scxmlity, ;md A Kid's First Book 
About Sex. 

;11y favorite pJn of rhe catalog ls 
the eight video ratings with icons 
m::xt to each title. Ti1i, gives the 
cuswrner ;\fl vv�rvicw of lilclr 
purchas,;: an ·underground or art 
pic[ure not available d1rot1gh 
commercial X-m1ed outlets," a 
firccr:i.ckcr that "nukes up fo( 
weak film making with killer sex 
scenes," a film with "unconven
tional sexual contem" or 
women- ccmered .. ." focusing on 

"women's arousal and satl5fac
don." An expt:lnation key lists typ
ical complain1s of cusmmers and 
sugges\s solutions 

For example, if a customer finds a 
film "Too shocking and offen· 
sive,' they are encouraged m 
avoid titles that have the "ri.on 
conventional" rating. 

If you·re more comfortable with 
your scxuaJity, curious or looking 
for more than film or books, 
you'll want to check out Open 
Enterprises second catalog, 
"Good Vibrntions, Catalog of 
Toys", Although this caw.log also 
contains videos with prospective 
ratings, the thrust of this one i,; 
'toys." 

Although one can find ihe less 
conspicuous, �Whale and Dolphin 
· elegant, sculptured dildos" that 
"look as good on the coffee table 
as they do in the boudoir" don't 
look to this catalog to hide your 
sexuality.# 

TIie 
I visited 
Good 
Vil:lratio11s, 
I 
titillated 

this a sex 

store 
guilt or 
apology, Its 
air was a bit 
holy, 
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forget 
weird 

:c9i2-:;:� Hc.,.[i Lo v:: arrd 
.,:�:.-eei;, rh-e srnre pecks 'fr_:: 

,::e ,0,:H:i ;;,::cc.� a::o 

berski:: '-'.agi1:-t:::. fviore chs . .r. j".ls( 
s:ore:;, b::;Ih Good Vi!:m:t'.c::s !ccz.
ticns ::21-··-e Ge,xme a sour:::e of edu-

·.:�-::,: v;isdo:11 :o -:2.p .. scit-y cro,Ad.3.
Tl�:: :; ·o �e .,)cc.c r�·,-rures 2\-, 2 :c;,.,7;,..,g
o::1-c:ct:ion. cf ere ·irn, 2.n bo:::zs, 2:i.d
:,c.

�'..'l� bes� pla,:e to rent trnr;ssex
e:.d ?Om s2t i::l the_ ]:95-0s, Oh 
- J.nd it has Jots o.n<l lor.5 cf toys,

( 415) 974-8980; 2504 San Pablo,

Bak. (510) 841-8987.

Best !'lacll for "�" "''"" 
@tH:.rl \fibra:[i0!l1S offers 2.n un.in: �--
da::ing '.'.In"'!.csphc:,,:; f2r sex-:oy shcp
pbg. It bs � greox s.::lecion of ::-..·ery
thi:1.g you n:igl1! ne.d: Yit:::tors, d.il.
d.os, videos, books. 
\hirtg in be:;.v'een, ".:'h.: sure izyouL :d
lm,,·s you to ,.:xamlne and band.le d.1e 
:oys 1vhile rnaking your sei;;ction. The: 
staff is -a·,1aihble 1:0 o.nsvier ri.ny 
qus::stions you might bve :ind. e:-cpbin 
the d.iffe.renr products.12101/aic.ncia, 
S.F. ( 415) 974--8980; 2504 Sm, Art-Io, 
Berk. (510) ScJl-8987. 

\\'cr:yi::; ,.('_::;;: 1"_):Jc 
·,\'ilk C·.}S.< � ; _:_:; :'.!.S
ge::r :n. h::,,_-.,,::;; �-�ccd :.:10:;-� :·,cwl···\•·'20.3 
over to Gcr:n:J tifitratl011$ )):· som.: cc:; 
·c'.1a: �,e sure m h:·cr :;be:r kNe b·��
h::::c frn<l p�::-r1.p:ng. Gcod Vi'Jr:HLons
h,:;;; a enc:c.1�:l-1 sex :oys, book�, 2nd.

:1ccy couple b::.ppy. 1210 
(4]5j 97-'-J-8980: 250{ 

�-.�< Po.bic, Berl,. (5 lO) 341-8937. 

l!'lfest Be>'kele-y 
Bm Sexual l'lllllill!ree CIJ1!11ir 
Ar the Dwighi corner st;.mds e.::vs:ry� 
body's favorite s-::xuat rcsour;;t ct.nter, 
GOOO Wbra:filo!iS, 2504 San Pab!v, Berk. 
(510) 841-8987.

!n addition to b€lng a great place to-p\c.k up 
Jonnson, Good V10rations ts .also th& Best Place tn Rub Sweaty People Together. 
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Founder of Good Vibrations Sex Store
Dies

The Good Vibrations store at 603 Valencia St. on the corner of 17th and Valencia streets.

By Joe Rivano Barros Posted August 10, 2016 6:00 am

Joani Blank, the founder of the Good Vibrations sex store, which opened its doors in the
late 1970s in the Mission District and later added stores in the Bay Area and on the East
Coast, died on Saturday at the age of 79.

Her daughter, Amika Sergejev, wrote on Facebook that Blank had been diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer in June of this year and “chose to have a Celebration of Life rather



than a funeral” late last month. After that celebration, Sergejev wrote, Blank “was able to
say her goodbyes” to friends and family before facing “a rapid decline” in her condition.

Joani Blank shortly after establishing the first Good Vibrations in 1977. Photo courtesy of Joani Blank.

“This fierce revolutionary woman has taught us all so much,” Sergejev wrote on
Facebook. “She has done so many things in her full days here on earth and I know you
all have stories.”

Blank started the first Good Vibrations at 22nd and Dolores in 1977 to offer an
alternative to the seedy and male-dominated sex shops that were once the norm.

“Over and over, women would say they were afraid to go into one of those places,” said
Carol Queen, the staff sexologist at Good Vibrations and an employee there for 26 years.
“[Even] men would pop in and say, ‘Is it okay if I shop here?’ They would basically say, ‘I
don’t like those places either.’”

Queen is the longest currently serving employee at the store chain, hired in 1990 after
meeting Blank at a sexuality workshop in the Bay Area. Though not one of the earliest
employees, Queen serves as the resident historian and said Blank started the chain after
working with women who weren’t having orgasms.

“Joani was already very much involved in the sexual education world when the idea for
Good Vibrations came to her,” she said.



Blank had been working at UCSF’s medical school with “women who were not orgasmic”
and encouraged them to explore vibrators. She wanted to create a new shop with well-
informed staff members willing to speak frankly about sex and pleasure.

“And it was always in the Mission District,” she said. “[The neighborhood] was at the
time the heart of quote-unquote women’s places.”

“The Mission District and Valencia Street — that was it,” said Jackie Rednour-
Bruckman, the vice-president of Good Vibrations. Rednour-Bruckman started at the
store in 1993, a year after Blank sold the store to its workers. Blank then left Good
Vibrations, and it became a worker-owned co-operative.

She remembers the small store at the corner of 22nd and Dolores streets being near the
other women-centered and women-owned businesses on Valencia Street. Those
included the Old Wives Tales bookstore, the Osento bathhouse, Artemis Cafe, Amelia’s
Bar, and the Women’s Building.

All except the Women’s Building and Good Vibrations have since shuttered.

The store was “like a tool lending library” focused on providing vibrators, sex education
materials, lube, and other toys, Rednour-Bruckman said.

There was an emphasis on high-quality products. Queen said she remembers staff
members testing “every single vibrator” to ensure they were in working order. Faulty
units were sent back to incredulous manufacturers.

“They would say, ‘No one else does this, what are you doing?’” Queen said. Blank would
reply that she had regular customers who relied on her, and “if their vibrators don’t
vibrate, how do you think that’s going to work?”

Blank went on to invent her own strap-on model vibrator, the butterfly vibrator, that
emphasized clitoral stimulation that “predated many of the clitorally focused vibrators
of today,” Queen said. She also founded a publishing house, Down There Press, with a
focus on sexuality and even wrote a book about sex for kids.

She was a thinker, Queen said, with an outsized personality that turned some off but
attracted a “core group” of Good Vibrations employees who have stayed in touch.

“She had thoughts flying around her head all the time,” she said. “She was comfortable
talking about her personal feelings as well as more externalized things, and so she could
be both really inspiring and really intense to be around. Her brain just didn’t stop.”

Good Vibrations emerged from Blank’s commitment to sexuality as social justice, Queen
said. Blank “really believed that if people were uptight about sexuality, it would affect
other parts of their life,” she said. She started running the store with a “democratic
management” style before turning it into a co-op, holding large staff meeting where



employees “could stand up to Joani and say they wanted [the store] to be different, and
often she would answer to that.”

“She asked her staff members to set their own salaries,” Queen added. “For a batch of
women who were in business for the first time, it was a challenging exercise, which is
why I think she did it. She wanted people to value themselves.”

To that end, Blank helped others get their own sex shops started and pushed for female
entrepreneurship by giving advice, sharing vendor lists, and providing funding,
Rednour-Bruckman, the Good Vibrations vice-president, said.

“Her original vision was to have a store in every city,” she said, not a Good Vibrations
per se, but a local outlet for sex education. Babeland in Seattle, Come As You Are in
Toronto, and Feelmore in Oakland were started with her guidance or assistance,
Rednour-Bruckman said, among other ventures Blank may have kept under wraps.

She did the same in the realm of social justice, sharing “books and resources” and
getting “young people on that track” of activism, Rednour-Bruckman said. She stayed
abreast of modern social movements like Black Lives Matter and women in prison,
Rednour-Bruckman said, and got involved with the co-housing movement in the early
1990s.

She also stayed intermittently connected to the company after leaving, Rednour-
Bruckman said.

“Every so on she’d pop into different stores and introduce herself,” she said. “She’d be in
her late 70s and showing her latest tattoo [to the employees].”

The business went from a worker-owned co-op to a traditional company in 2006, and
was sold to adult product distributor GVA-TWN in 2007 to stave off death from internet
giants like Amazon, which could deliver sexual products to people’s doors without the
overhead of brick-and-mortar locations.

A year later, it was sold to Joel Kaminsky, who was a top executive at GVA-TWN before
leaving to focus full-time on Good Vibrations. It’s now solely owned by Kaminsky, with
top long-time staff serving as top executives.

The chain operates eight stores, with seven in the Bay Area and one in Boston. The
Mission District location at the corner of 17th and Valencia streets isn’t the original, but
is closer to the “women’s row” of businesses that dominated the area in the 1970s. Its
workers mourned Blank’s passing.

“Joani’s work has made possible all the sex education that I’m able to share,” said Jukie
Schweit, the manager of the Valencia Street store. “I mourn the loss of this feminist
pioneer and pleasure activist. What an incredible legacy and inspiration!”



Rednour-Bruckman, for her part, said Good Vibrations still differentiates itself from
other sex stores by emphasizing the expert advice and “stellar service” to curious
customers that Blank introduced.

“Her mission was to bring pleasure to people and to have a safe space for women to
come and get vibrators,” Rednour-Bruckman said. “And [that mission] is still alive
today.”



Good Vibrations Founder Joani Blank, Feminist Pioneer and Vibrator
Designer, Has Died
Lamar Anderson | Photo: Courtesy of Joani Blank | August 8, 2016

Journalist Laura Miller, who worked at the first Mission store, remembers the early days.

Joani Blank, who introduced San Francisco to the concept of the frank, non-skeezy sex shop when she opened the
first Good Vibrations in 1977, died on Saturday. She was 79. Blank’s daughter, Amika Sergejev, wrote on
Facebook that her mother had only been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in June and quickly “got down to
business and handled logistics and preparations.” In the days before her death, Blank and her family held a
“celebration of life” in lieu of a funeral.

Today, Good Vibrations is a small empire in the Bay Area, with seven shops (plus the one in Brookline,
Massachusetts), but in 1988, when journalist Laura Miller worked there, it was a sleepy Mission district shop. “It
was almost never busy, except on weekends,” says Miller, who went on to cofound Salon and is now a New York–
based literary critic. “We’d have these long conversations with the customers. It felt like meaningful work—
answering questions for people that they felt they couldn’t ask their doctors.”

Before founding Good Vibrations, Blank had worked in the sex counseling program at UCSF (the homework:
learning to masturbate) and founded small publisher Down There Press. But vibrators weren’t easy to come by—you
had to brave a sleazy adult bookstore or take a chance on something in the back of a magazine. “The places to get
them were pretty icky,” Blank told San Francisco last year.

With $4,000 in savings, she opened the first Good Vibrations in a 200-square-foot storefront in the Mission. It was
the second feminist vibrator store in the U.S. (Manhattan’s Eve’s Garden had, er, come first, in 1974.) “But Eve’s
Garden didn’t let men in, or they had to be with a woman,” remembers Miller. “That shop was about the idea that
women needed to be protected from men when they were exploring their sexuality. Our market was women, but we
welcomed men into the store.”

The Good Vibrations sales approach was one of radical unflappability. “The model was always to treat every
question or concern that customers had, and everything they were interested in, as perfectly normal and wholesome,
and to give them plenty of information,” says Miller. No hokey gimmicks, air quotes, or euphemisms about
“massage.” Blank also placed a big emphasis on quality control, turning down cheap plastic or rubber products that
broke down or just got…gross. Their No. 1 seller? The Hitachi Magic Wand. Blank was also a vibrator designer in
her own right, devising the strap-on butterfly model.

Thanks to her selectivity, Good Vibrations became an outlet for “a lot of the first sort of entrepreneurial people to
make high-quality sex toys,” remembers Miller, “and they were usually run by women.” (Miller’s main association
with the first store was a pervasive odor of vanilla, the scent wafting off a line of high-quality pastel dildos. “I’d
walk in there and get hungry and want to eat cookies,” she says, laughing.)

Miller’s job was in advertising and publicity. Getting into the local press was easy (“All the alt weeklies wanted to
do a story about something happening at a vibrator store”), but placing ads in national magazines was trickier.
Harper’s accepted ads (tagline: “Sex toys, books, and videos that won’t insult your intelligence), as did Utne
Reader. The New Yorker did not. “It was a weird line to walk,” says Miller.



A few years into Miller’s stint at Good Vibrations, Blank decided to “give the business away” to her workers. She
transitioned the parent business, Open Enterprises, to a worker-owned and operated cooperative. Decisions were
made by vote, there were committees to handle parts of the business, and people generally knew how much their
colleagues made. “She was a really inclusive person—she would make you feel like you were part of something
instantly,” says Miller. “She was very invested in socially conscious business models.”

In 2006, years after Blank left, Good Vibrations switched back to a traditional business structure, and in 2007, under
pressure from online competition, it sold itself to midwestern adult empire GVA-TWN. The following year, GVA
executive Joel Kaminsky bought the business himself and hired one of the original worker-owners, Jackie Rednour-
Bruckman, to run it.

Today, Good Vibrations feels downright mainstream, and that acceptance is the result of the conversation Blank and
her staff started back in 1977, with each customer who walked in the door. “It’s hard to understand now because
these things are so widely accepted—people talk about vibrators on TV—but it was something people had shame
about and was kind of unmentionable,” says Miller. Or, as Blank put it to San Francisco last year, “When celebrities
start talking about their expensive vibrators, it’s good for everybody.”

Joani Blank, who helped make the world safe for pleasure-seeking women, founded San Francisco's hometown sex-
toy store. She also designed vibrators, including the Butterfly.



Blank in 2015.
Photo: Cody Pickens

Update, 8/15/16: This story has been updated to acknowledge the current owner of Good Vibrations, Joel Kaminsky,
who bought it in 2008. We regret the omission.



The Buzz on San Francisco’s Antique Vibrator

Museum

By Eloise Porter

Posted on Sep 6, 2016Sep 9, 2016

Before stepping foot inside of Polk Street’s Good Vibrations, I imagined the Antique

Vibrator Museum, located inside, to be something akin to a museum of medieval torture

devices. Don’t ask me why — there’s just something about “antique vibrators” that made

me think of rusty pieces of invasive equipment. I pictured daunting metal contraptions

with bells and whistles and sharp edges — contraptions that required white gloves and

magnifying glasses.

Vibrators were, after all, meant to cure women of “hysteria.” They were originally

intended for use by doctors for medical purposes, not sexual pleasure, so it’s no wonder

I had a bit of a prejudice before entering. I’d be remiss to say I was entirely wrong (there

was a good amount of rusting), but at the end of the day they’re still reminiscent of the

same devices we’ve all got inside our bedside table drawer.



Dr. Carol Queen leading a tantalizing tour (Good Vibrations).

And yet, the vibrators of today are anything but medieval torture devices. Pale pink and

light blue, soft and squishy, in the shape of bunny rabbits and butterflies, 21st century

vibrators are meant to appeal to young women and essentially say, “I’m pretty and

nonthreatening and meant for your pleasure.” But years ago, when vibrators first came

into existence, they weren’t intended for popular (or sexual) use. The history of the

vibrator is a long and fascinating one and, not surprisingly, pretty misogynistic. Staff

sexologist and curator of the museum, Dr. Carol Queen, met me one Saturday

afternoon to show me around the cabinet of wonders and enlighten me on the lengthy

history of the vibrator.



A look around the museum’s interior (Good Vibrations).

So here goes: back in 200 AD, physician and philosopher Galen began using “genital

massage” to treat hysteria, a medical term that describes mental or emotional distress

in a woman (god forbid she was just horny). The term came from “hyster,” the Latin

word for “uterus,” and Galen literally thought the uterus would wander around

within body “like a badger roaming around in its den” (no really — Dr. Carol told me this

was an actual quote from contemporary science writer Mary Roach in her book Bonk,

about the science of sex research). Hysteria was removed from medical textbooks in

1952, but until then, it was seen as a legitimate ailment and was cured by “massage”

and then — you guessed it — the vibrator (because those poor doctors’ hands got tired

from all that work). The vibrator, therefore, wasn’t seen as a sexual instrument until the



time pornographic films started circulating in the 20s (traveling salesman-style) and

hysteria was finally debunked thirty years later. That means that during this time (and

since 1900), you could actually purchase one at your local drugstore or department

store instead of a seedy sex shop.

Vibrators from 1880-1910 (Good Vibrations).



At the turn of the 20th century, vibrators were marketed in women’s magazines as a

health and beauty aid, not to mention weight-loss device and even as a cure for

tuberculosis (Dr. Carol specifically asked me to tell my readers that you cannot cure

diseases with vibrators, but to have fun using them to ease symptoms). Want glowing

skin? Buy the Vibrosage! Sick of those pesky headaches? Have a little session with

your Rex-Ray! Fun fact: in 1917, there were more electric vibrators than electric

toasters in American homes.

Vibrators of the 1920s (Good Vibrations).

It wasn’t until late 1910 that vibrators started appearing in erotic films and photography,

eradicating them from “respectable” publications and turning them into the oft-blushed-

about devices we know and love today. When the world (read: men) caught on to what

women were really using these devices for (I’ll give you a hint: it wasn’t for facial

massages), they were advertised less and treatments for hysteria came to a halt.



Yes, we can do it! A lifestyle display from the 1950s (Good Vibrations).

After being humiliated by a department-store clerk in 1974, Dell Williams famously

opened the first female-friendly sex shop in New York, Eve’s Garden. Shortly after that,

Joani Blank opened Good Vibrations and began distributing the orgasm-inducing



machines and collecting the vintage ones you can check out on Polk Street today (at

what is the largest collection of vibrators open to the public). Spanning from the early

20th century through the 70s, these devices and oftentimes their packaging and

magazine ads, tell the story of women’s sexuality. Head into the Polk Street location

and take a guided tour with the immensely knowledgeable Dr. Carol (or a trained

docent) every third Sunday from 3-4 p.m. There’s also a free class afterward that you

can sign up for here. You’ll learn a thing or two about the history of vibrators, and may

even leave with one of your very own (circa 2016, of course).

So, there it is — the long and storied history of vibrators. No, they’re not medieval

torture devices but some might find that trying to buy one at any place except female-

friendly shops like Good Vibrations would be a torture in and of itself.

Information from Dr. Carol’s tour comes from Rachel Maines’ book The Technology of

Orgasm.
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It is my great pleasure to join you as you celebrate the holiday season 
at the Good Vibrations 2006 Holiday Ball: Goodie Shoppe! I join with 
you as you frolic and play on this annual evening of fun and 
debauchoy. I commend your work as you help others to keep sex safe 

and fun. Happy Holidays! 

ENO 
Assemblyman, 13th  District 

December 14th, 2006 
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Good Vibrations 
It is my great pleasure to join you as you celebrate the holiday season 
at the Good Vibrations 2004 Holiday Ball: Kinky Circus! I join with 
you as you frolic and play on this evening of fun and debauchery at 
this circus soiree I commend your work as you help others to keep sex 
safe and fun. Happy Holidays! 

MARK LENO 
Assemblyman, 13th  District 

December 16th, 2004 
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The CHARLES M. HOLMES CAMPUS of 

THE  CENTER 

SF LGBT Community Center 
Certificate of Appreciation 

Gratefii acknowfedges 

Good Vibrations 

for outstanding contributions and continued support 

Awarded.' Aprif 18, 2010 
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Thank you for your 
generous support of 
our 2016 SF LGBT 

Pride Parade & 
Celebration! 























Transgender Law Center works to change law, policy, and 

attitudes so that all people can live safely, authentically, and 

free from discrimination regardless of their gender identity or 

expression.

For TLC and their clients, authenticity is both a standard for how 

the organization functions and the ultimate product of its work. 

For the people they serve, the freedom to live how they want to 

live, self-defined and self-determined, is the ultimate goal of their 

engagement with Transgender Law Center and the trans 

movement.
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Application No.: LBR-2016-17-042
Business Name: Joe’s Ice Cream
Business Address: 5420 Geary Blvd.
District: District 1
Applicant: Sang Bank Kim and Sohyang Kim, Owners
Nomination Date: November 4, 2016
Nominated By: Supervisor Eric Mar

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in
San Francisco operations exceeding two years? X Yes No

5351 Geary Blvd. from 1959-2010 (51 years)
5420 Geary Blvd. from 2010 to 2016 (6 years)

CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community? X Yes No

CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms? X Yes No

NOTES: NA

DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: November 7, 2016

Richard Kurylo
Manager, Legacy Business Program

Legacy
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Application Review
Sheet







Legacy Business Registry Application

V.5- 6/17/2016

Section Two:
Business Location(s).
List the business address of the original San Francisco location, the start date of business, and the dates of operation at

the original location. Check the box indicating whether the original location of the business in San Francisco is the

founding location of the business. If the business moved from its original location and has had additional addresses in

San Francisco, identify all other addresses and the dates of operation at each address. For businesses with more than

one location, list the additional locations in section three of the narrative.

ORIGINAL SAN FRANCISCO ADDRESS: ZIP CODE: START DATE OF BUSINESS

IS THIS LOCATION THE FOUNDING LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS? DATES OF OPERATION AT THIS LOCATON

No Yes

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable): ZIP CODE: DATES OF OPERATION

Start:

End:
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Joe’s Ice Cream
Historical Narrative

Criterion 1

a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco to the
present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations, include the history
of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the business’s founding and or
headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all other locations.

In 1959, Joe Politz started Joe's Ice Cream at 5351 Geary Blvd. Joe contributed passionately for the
first five years to create the unique aura and characteristics that Joe's Ice Cream maintains to this day.
Joe designed the interior in a classical style with black vinyl stools and Formica counters. When he
started the business, the place only had an order of about two cans of cream and milk jugs a week. By
the time he sold the place in 1964, the order had jumped up to over 20. Joe used the milk cans to
create an air of prosperity for Joe's before business began to really pick up. As Joe said, "I save up 40
or 50 of these jugs and put them out in front of the store in the morning. People would come by and
say, 'Hey, you must really be doing well to need such a large order!’"

Joe turned a business that was barely getting by into a highly successful institution. He expanded the
business by selling sandwiches as well as ice cream.

In 1964, Mike Baum took Joe's over from Joe Politz and managed the shop for 15 years until he retired
in 1979 and sold the business.

In 1979, Mutsuhiko Murashige bought Joe's and ran the business with his wife, Aki Murashige, for the
next 33 years.

Mutsuhiko Murashige bought Joe's Ice Cream when he immigrated to San Francisco from Japan.
Before immigrating to America, Mutsuhiko received a college degree in food science where he learned
about frozen refrigeration and how it could change food. When his friend found out about Baum's
retirement and mentioned it, Mutsuhiko thought that it was a good opportunity and decided to take
Joe's over. Aki, who was raised in Japan and already married to Mutsuhiko, immigrated to the USA in
1979 and started working at Joe's Ice Cream just one month after arriving in San Francisco. Aki helped
out by tending the grill and serving up sandwiches and hot dogs. Their son Satsuki, also helped out,
starting from when he was a teenager.

Joe's Ice Cream moved from 5351 Geary Blvd. to its current location at 5420 Geary Blvd. due to a
significant surge of rent. In 2010, Joe's faced the biggest crisis in its history. With an increase in rent,
Mutsuhiko Murashige and his wife Aki Murashige had to decide on whether to close their shop at the
corner of 18th Avenue and Geary Boulevard or to move to a new location. They didn't want to see Joe's
Ice Cream gone forever out of the neighborhood, so they opted for the latter. Luckily, Mutsuhiko found
a vacant space where Joe's Ice cream currently is today, which was just half a block away from the
original Joe's Ice Cream.

In 2012, the current owner Sang Bank Kim (known as Sean) and his wife, Sohyang Kim (known as
Alice) took Joe's over at its current location when Mr. and Mrs. Murashige retired.

Sean and Alice Kim inherited all of Joe's classical recipes and continued its homemade traditions. They
enhanced the homemade style grill menu to further enrich the great family experience. Kim's family
moved to the neighborhood a block away from Joe's in 2013, and became actively involved in
community activities with their three children.



b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco for
more than six months?

There are no circumstances in which the business ceased operations in San Francisco for more than
six months.

c. Is the business a family owned business? If so, give the generational history of the business.

Joe’s has had four separate owners since it was founded in 1959. It’s presently a family owned
business with husband and wife Sang Bank (Sean) Kim and Sohyang (Alice) Kim as the current
owners.

d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a family
owned business.

In 1959, Joe Politz started Joe's Ice Cream at 5351 Geary Blvd. In 1964, Mike Baum took over and
managed the shop for 15 years until he retired and sold the business. In 1979, Mutsuhiko Murashige
bought Joe's and ran the business with his wife, Aki Murashige, for the next 33 years. In 2012, the
current owner Sang Bank Kim (known as Sean) and his wife, Sohyang Kim (known as Alice) took over
Joe’s Ice Cream.

e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less than 30
years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the business prior to current
ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please use the list of supplemental
documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to
current ownership.

A Certificate of Payment of Sales and Use Tax show the period of operation from 6/10/1964 to
5/14/1979 under 2nd owner of Michael & Ida Baum. A Certificate of Release of Buyer and a Business
Tax Registration Certificate show the change in ownership of Joe’s Ice Cream in 1979. A Bill of Sale
and a Business Tax Registration Certificate show the ownership change in 2012.

f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated with the
business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.

When Joe’s Ice Cream moved to the current location at 5420 Geary Blvd., the interior design was
focused on keeping Joe’s historical and traditional atmosphere. The original menu boards and the
“home-made ice cream” signs were brought to the new location. The original hot fudge warmer and the
cone cote dipping machine are still used on the site. The black vinyl stools were moved from the
original location, and the Formica counters that are built around the grill carry along the traditional and
friendly dining experience.

Criterion 2

a. Describe the business’s contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood, community or
San Francisco.

Joe’s has provided a meeting place and social gathering for several generations of local people. Local
families gathered at Joe’s and share their stories and memories after sports games, school activities
and celebration events on weekend and holiday afternoons. Also, Joe’s was popular place for first
dates for young couples. Since Joe’s is the oldest independent ice cream parlor in the Richmond
District, Joe’s became the traditional place where parents and grandparents brought their children and
grandchildren to share their experiences with long-forgotten but classic flavors such as rum raisin,
maple nut, black walnut, root beer swirl, etc., which Joe’s has kept since 1959.



b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the City, or the
business industry?

Joe’s has always been a destination in the neighborhood for civil rights and political figures. In 2012,
Supervisor Eric Mar held a meeting at Joe’s Ice Cream to introduce his policy to his constituents. And
Supervisor candidate Marjan Philhour held election campaigns at Joe’s in 2016.

Every year, Joe’s has joined in annual ice cream fundraising event for MYEEP (Mayor’s Youth
Employment and Education Program), which provides job readiness training, employment
opportunities, academic support and personal development to San Francisco youth challenged in their
attempt to access employment.

c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, historical documents?

Under Mutsuhiko's management, Joe's Ice Cream was selected by SF Weekly as the best ice cream
store in San Francisco in 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2006.

Joe’s has been widely referenced in local media outlets such as the San Francisco Chronicle by Sam
Whiting, the Richmond Review by Christina Li and SF Weekly by Gary Wolf in 1993. In 2004, Matthew
Hirsch and Liam O’Donoghue of the Guardian awarded Joe’s the best ‘50s time warp, meaning the
business began in the 1950s and is still going strong and contributing to San Francisco’s retro ‘50s feel.

d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?

Pulitzer Prize winner T.J. Stiles mentioned Joe’s as a favorite neighborhood hangout place in the
interview with San Francisco Chronicle. T.J. Stiles won a Pulitzer Prize for his biography of Cornelius
Vanderbilt.

Actor and comedian Robin Williams, known for his fast-paced, improvisational performance style and
for his performances in films like Good Will Hunting and Dead Poets Society, occasionally visited Joe’s
and enjoyed its frozen desserts.

e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?

Joe prided himself on hiring neighborhood kids from broken homes, making sure that they opened bank
accounts he could deposit part of their pay into for their families.

Joe’s Ice Cream has supported local schools by participating in their fundraising programs, donating
the “ice cream tour.” On the tour, the owners of Joe’s Ice Cream demonstrate how Joe’s makes ice
cream with their facilities and equipment. People on the tour get to try different flavors. The tour
program started with owners Mutsuhiko and Aki Murashige at neighborhood school such as Argonne,
Alamo and Lafayette elementary schools. Today it has been extended to more than 15 local schools.

Joe’s Ice cream also directly works with the local schools through a family night as another way of
fundraising. Local schools, such as Argonne Elementary School, can have a family night in which Joe’s
Ice Cream gives back 15% of sales to the school. George Washington High School seniors also raise
funds for their proms by having an Ice Cream Day at Joe’s.

Joe’s also helps local schools and educational institutions to motivate their students by Joe’s award
program. Joe’s sets up special account for local schools or educational institutions to award their
students with coupons. Students who outperform others or achieve certain goals get coupons as an
award, which they bring in to the store for a free ice cream cone.



Thanks to Joe's Ice Cream's longstanding support of the community and steadfast commitment to
customer service, Joe's Ice Cream was honored as the 11th Senatorial District Small Business of the
Year on November 9, 2013. This award by Senator Mark Leno recognizes Joe's for providing valuable
products and services to the people of San Francisco, and applauds it on its long history of community
support.

f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.

The Richmond District is located in the northwest quadrant of San Francisco. The district is bounded on
three sides by natural features or green space: the Presidio and Lincoln Park to the north, the Pacific
Ocean to the west, Golden Gate Park to the south and Arguello Boulevard to the east.

The Richmond District is one of San Francisco's largest and most varied neighborhoods. Formerly a
predominantly Irish-American area, the district has evolved over the last thirty years into a
neighborhood where no ethnic group constitutes a majority, although a sustained influx of Chinese
immigrants has given many parts of the neighborhood a heavily Asian influence.

g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant building/structure/site/ object/or interior?

Joe’s still keeps the San Francisco’s retro ‘50s atmosphere which include the original wooden menu
board, several original product signs, the original hot fudge warmer, the cone cote dipping machine,
black vinyl stools around the Formica counters. Thanks to these characteristics, Joe’s was awarded the
best ‘50s time warp by the Guardian in 2004.

h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut down, etc.?

If the business were to be sold, relocated or shut down, the community would lose a unique and long
standing element of Richmond District. Joe’s has been serving the Richmond community for over 57
years. During that time, Joe’s had to close for relocation once. During the closure, locals expressed
loss and frustration even though Joe’s opened several weeks later at their current location (5420 Geary
Blvd.) right across the street from the original location (5351 Geary Blvd.). Another ice cream store that
moved into the neighborhood did not fare as well as Joe’s.

Criterion 3

a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.

Joe’s has been serving the Richmond community for over 57 years. Joe’s has provided a meeting place
and social gathering for several generations of local residents. Local families gather at Joe’s, and the
business is a popular location for dates. Since Joe’s is the oldest independent ice cream parlor in the
Richmond District, it has become the traditional go-to place for families.

An important feature that defines the character of Joe’s Ice Cream are the multitude of traditional and
unique flavors. Joe Politz introduced a new ice cream flavor every day. He was the first person to
introduce bubble gum ice cream into the neighborhood. One day Joe spotted some man needed to sell
the left over big gumballs that are put in gumball machines and wanted to help him. So Joe ended up
buying 100 pounds of them. He didn't know what to do with those gumballs, so he decided to make
bubble gum ice cream.

Mutsuhiko kept the same classic ice cream recipes the original Joe had made since the 1950s. In
addition to the classics that Joe had introduced – such as rum raisin, black walnut, butter brickle, and
root beer swirl – Mutsuhiko added new Asian-inspired flavors such as green tea, Thai tea, ginger,
mango and wasabi. Mutsuhiko made all the ice cream himself the same way it had always been done.



b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions that define
the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to retain the businesses
historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft, culinary, or art forms)

Joe’s still keep the same recipes from Joe Politz, serving over 40 flavors and making ice cream on site.
Joe’s Ice Cream continues to serve Joe’s Its-It and chocolate coated bananas, as well as Joe’s long
forgotten but classic flavors such as bubble bum, rum raisin, maple nut, black walnut and root beer
swirl.

The current owners maintain the tradition started by Joe Politz of strongly supporting the local
community. The owners frequently hire local students as the mean of supporting them financially and
providing them with real life job experience. Also, Joe's supports local schools and other educational
institutions by encouraging young people to achieve their goals by establishing award programs that
provide ice cream treats to motivate the children. Sean and Alice Kim's efforts to contribute to the
community also include tours of its facilities that benefit local schools that sell the tours as fundraisers.
Every year, Joe's has sent out invitation letters to over 15 local schools to join the tour program. As
another way of supporting local schools, Joe's holds the family night event, and donates some portion
of the sales from that event to the participating school.

c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical features that
define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical characteristics of the space
occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural details, neon signs, etc.).Does the
building occupied by the business relate to the immediate neighborhood?

Joe’s still keep same recipe from Joe Politz, serving over 40 flavors and making ice cream on site.
Joe’s keeps serving Joe’s Its-It and chocolate coated banana as well as Joe’s long forgotten but classic
flavors. Joe’s still keeps the San Francisco’s retro ‘50s atmosphere which include the original wooden
menu board, several original product signs, the original hot fudge warmer, the cone cote dipping
machine and black vinyl stools around the Formica counters.

Because of Joe's Ice Cream's traditional and classic atmosphere, it was used as a movie set in 2014.
The filmmaker was looking for an antique ice cream parlor and thought Joe's was a perfect setting for
the film.

d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less than
30years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the current owner has
maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business, including craft, culinary, or art
forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate
the existence of the business prior to current ownership.

The current owner has kept, and intends to keep, the original recipe, same flavors and the same
process and method of making and serving ice cream, as well as the interior and exterior of the
business site.






























































































